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united States Steel Corporation Fellowship, the Corporation 
was asked if they had any problems. which .. they would like to 
have solved and which at the same time would also be suit-
able for a thesis in Industrial Engineering.· Thus, it was 
...... --~:··----·--·-··:·hop.ad that a thesis -eou-ld--be --WP!tten -and at- :the-. same· time--a 
particular operating problem of the United States Steel 
--·· ~.-···· 
. ,, . Corporation solved. 
The main office of the Corporation referred us to one 
of -,~eir operating plants where the Chief' Industri'al Engineer 
was approached with the thought of he~ping him solve one of 
his problems and at the same time fulfill the requirements .. ..,, . 
_for a thesis in Industrial Engineertng. Three problems which 
they wanted to have solved were presented to us. Of' these, 
one was ~elected as being most applicable to a thesis in 
·fhe prc:,b 1 em selected was stated as follows: 
".ngJ' .. buggies should we have?" 
"How many 
.. Ii: was decided that the first two steps of the study 
should ba: 
· .. ,. ·•• .,11W,. ., L V. 
1. To compietely unde:zastand the phye!-_c,al 
- • 1 oper1at,J.u.b. 
2. To collect what information was available • 
.. -- - - - - . - - - - - - - ~. -~ - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - -· 
-l • t :'I ocurae, the paramount question at_. this time was., n fr-._ t i a an ingot buggy?" 
. . . ! 
2. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
.. : ............. :· ... ·--~·-···-·-~-"'·-_ . . 
· .. ' ·-·. --~---- .. ,, .. ,.-·-····----.' -- ·"·•""'" .. , tem for making steel which involves the utilization of 
• • I 
• ingot buggies. Ingot buggies are actually S!Qall, standard • ' . 
I 
gage railroad ."ataB which are used to transport steel from 
_ the Gpen- h&ar-th, Where~!~ 1~ Dlade~ .. J;o, the X'Oll:ing. _mnr,--~ -·-----·· ---···----. ~~~-~---·- . . -
where it is converted into a finishe.d product. 1 Basicall~-~ ..... 
. - - -- -
- - -- - ------
-· -------·-
- • •.• • . ••. ··-,--········ - - l -··:- -···· •..• : .••••..•. ----,·.· -~- --··· ·---. .. :en·en;-·· the ~-system studied is a material handling system. 
~ --- - - - - . - - -
Following is a description of this material handling 
system •. First is given a general description of the areas 
involved in the system, and then a description of' the ingot 
buggies themselves. 
A. Open Hearths 
. At this plant, steel ,ts pr·oduced in nine open })earth .. 
. -ru·rnaces. -At the time of the study., seven Qf th9. nine fur-
naces had a capacity of 375 tons., 2 _one furnace (#2. furnace) 
had a capacity of 400 tons., and the remain:tng furnace was 
in the proceas of being converte.d from a capacity of 375 
tons to a capacity of 400 tons. The plans of this plant 
.. -·· .. - ···.-· . - .. were to increase total plant ca.pa.cit¥ to 3,9001 000 ingot 
• 
f" f ' 
.. " 
"'• ,,•r,- .. _.- .. " , .... •"• ,,; 
............. ---··-·· ............. •:• .. ;. ___ ........ -- __ ..;. __ .. .,, .. ..,.~ .. -~ ........ _ ..... -· .... -· _,,, __ .., .. .. 
.. - ....,. a __ ..,,,_.,........,.....,,,. .............. --~ r··-=- .:.... - - - - - - - - - ... ... - - .. - - -
~ ........ - ·- ,. .......... .,.. .,. . ......,. .,.. ..... ..,_ ... ..,._... .... _....,... ~-
l. A glossary of term~ has be~n pr,ovided in Appendix A. 





•• B. . Pouring Area 
The pouring area., commonly called ,the open hearth pit, 
• 
• 
• .. • •• ·-,.~,•-'J ,,_,,,...-.-, •·•-'·· ••.•.• _,.,. •. -- ... ---
'. ""'-"'-''--·-
4
- .. : ... "i .... c~.-,.o.,,,.,,--j:s· --th~ ,.ar-etr ·tn ltfi1'¢lf ·molten 's"t'eel"'" fa poured· into m9._~q~--- t.g __ .:. --· ................. ----·. _: .. .... -··- -- ·- ------· ···---~-----.. ---····---·-·- --- _______ .. ______ --·· -··---··-··-··· - ~ ........ - . . . . . - .. ,. .. ~ .... ·-····. -· -- . - . -- ........................ _ _, .. ----- . : .. ········:········""""'. -- --· --·· ...... 
. . ~ . ,-... ·- -- , .... - .. " . ~ 
. 
. . 
·:rorm ingots •. This area, which is in the· same building as· the 
open hearths (See Figure 1, Appendix B), is sev~r-al hundred 
yards long. It .is open at both ends and is bounded on one 
. 
1 
~ =-----~_: .... ~_-_J··~s~·--1b..Qd~eL_· .. Qby_Jm(;L__op.e](l...l:U!.BLI!L;tl-J::U.ZmEL~~mG~A--inte---Ovf\1:tr:.· ---side ·-oy·--- --
the pouring platforms. The floor of the area, which is 
actually the ground, has railrc;,ad tracks running along the 
side with the pouring platforms. 
When steel is ready to be poured a st.ring of ~ngot 
buggies, collectively referred. to as a drag, is moved into 
the area to one of its three pouring platforms. Setting qn 
these ingot buggies are molds into which molten steel will 
. -··· - --,. , ... -------······-··----· .. :,..·· __ . ....,:; -
be :poured to form ingots. 
The steel ·which is to be poured ts tapped from the!' fur-
:nace into a ladle. The ladl~ i.s moved by overhead cranes 
a·cr.oss the floor to the pou-ring platforms where the drag · 
of ingot buggies is waiting. The molten steel is then 
poured from t~_..: ladle, 5'.: 111 supported by the overhead crane, 
. -· .. ----· --- ---· ......... ----·- ··-· - . ···--·· . 
·--· -·······---- lnto .. the 'maids. A:fter pouring·:..-. the drag is not movea un-til 
a specified m~ninm!1~t~Ji1u.J.r:.r.1 .... ~~l.d.-tng..t~1-..~re~-~ltip&{:~ L · . ., .... -.--~....-...:. ..................... .-..., .... --.-.--.- ..... ~ ...,_... -
After this minim~m time has Glapaed, the drag of ingot bu 6te-s 
-··;·\ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -
3. If movPc efore ·..:his time there !a dange1"' of the mcl ten ingots ex~~oding. 
R ..... a"' 
7 
4. 
' ,.- ... - ! 
O.' Stripping Mill 
. The function of·. the stripping mill, commonly called 
, . ..:c - , .••..• '.",. •• ~-'•• -•"•'•'•"( .-,-..,,- .•. -.,.,._ .. ,., ... L,,>~=•••'--,u·+/~r~d"> ........ .,,.,., .. ,•'"O,.;-;;, "$" ···-· tne···stripper,. Is to. remove. th_~ _m9.i.~~-- r·rom ____ the _ingot_s·, ______ lfhiah .......... _: .. _______ ; ____ ~--~------···-. .. . . -~ .... . .. _, ......... ·---" - .. ~---··- ... ···-· ····.:. ····---.--- ·····---·-······· ..... -
by ~his_ time have solidified {See Figure 3, Appendix B). 
-
·The stripper is actually a shell of a building, open at both· 
ends with two overhead. cranes.- The drag of cars with molds 
" cranes then remove the molds from the ingots and place them 
., 
on to an empty drag of cars which was previously moved int~ 
the stripper. The drag of empty molds is moved to the mold· 
ya·rd where the-_ molds are reconditioned and tpe. drag of ingots 
is moved· to the soaking pit~. 
D. Soaking Pits 
- 'l'he soaking pits are re.ally open~toppe(l gas. r1-red ·fur-
. 4 
naces used to bring th·e ingots to a tmiform temperature •. · 
After the drag of ingots ts brought into the soaking pit area, 
t1ie ingots are removed from the ingot buggies and plac.ed into 
the pits, called charging the ingots, by an· overhec;1.d crane. 
When the drag of cars is empty, it is returned to the stripper 
. ····---~lle~e J-~- -~wet~~-~ tJ1.~. -~~:r_i.val of .. .a drag .of ingots. 'Phe melds_ .. ·-
, (., f • • • ~ 
which are. st·ripped are placed· on this drag and 1t· is then 
-
·--::···.-- :L. . •• . .,,,,...,....... ~...,. .... , ... .,.~ ..... ...,,-.""' ........ • ..., ... .....,. .. , . 
. .... ,.. ... - ., . -: -- ....... , . moveatc:>'9 the . mold yard. ............. .,.. ..... - ........ ,,.,... ............ -~ 
:~ - ..., ..... .. ..... - - - ... ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4. When the ingots arrive at the soaking pits., the inside 
of the ingot is still mqlten even though the surface has 
solid1f1e4. Before being rolled the tngot must be solid-ified and brought to a uniform temperature throughout. 
---------ir:;;&i------------------~---
. --- ~-- - . ·---· ..... ~' :· ... ---- . 
5. 
Mold Yard 
The mold yard., which :la in the same building as the 




. ,. ...• -.... ·--
- - . -....... - ----. - ..... ,••;: -- - . ~- -· ·- . - .. 
• •'•'• -··"'"·•-••••-•••1•ro·"-•••",•• ••,'-•,•••~,·~ ,,._.~, . . . ~-·-- . --·· .... ., .. -.. - .. -
. .. - - ..... - " . . .. .,., -· , . ., . ' ~·-·· . .-. . - . - . - . . . ... -···- ............. _. ...... ---
. ·separat·e-d by the pouring platforms. It is here that the 
molds. are reconditloned for reuse. Reconditioning of' the 
· ... molds 1s-done by dipping· them into a tank of' liquid, coating 
them with a substance which facilitates remov::al or- the ingot'·. . - . . " ., . k----~-----. -.-----. ---- - ~--.. ) 
.. _. 
from the mold and which also improves the quality of the 
0 0 •• • 
- • H •• : 0 • • •• •:•.-• 0 ....... 
steel. After coating, the molds are placed on the drag of 
ingot buggies \'1'hich w:111 be moved into the pouring area. 
F. Summary of NoI'r~al Ingot Buggy Cycle 
-----
To help clarify the ll'laterial handling system ~t.u<iled, 
a .summary of the normal, trouble-free ingot ··_buggy _cycle 
follows. 
1. Ste.e1 poured. ip.. Illold-~ at the pouring platform_. 
2·. Jield ·for minimum holdlng time. 
3-. Moved to st.rippe-l'. 
4. Ingots stripped. 
5.. Moved to soaking p1.t.s. 
_6. Ingots char_gec;i. _ 
. . : . . 
. 
7. Returned to. stripper~ -. ·-
·q - l'1'Tt!T\+.:'I',. _. _-ri· ·7 G-. t Cl! -,-.- "'"'"· «. A ~ .. d ~-... -~ ... ~" ...... 7~~~~·o .. ;..""J- ~ .... a.~ 
·9. Moved to mold yard. 
10. Molds recundi tioned 





G. Ingot Buggies 
As was stated before, an ingot· buggy is actually a 
.. -·~-. - ......... . "··· smal-1-,-. Cla.t-, .. -hea~dttt·y -··railro·a:d llltr·~ ~··rt· · rs ·,1sea···to · t~·M..~-~-----··::::::::~_:_~---------· ____ ' __ ...  ---········-------·-· - ------------.. -------~ ·--~---·-···· ···-"~- --·--········ -···· -· - . ··-- -·- - - - ...... ---- -·-·· - -· .. -··--·-··· ..... ------·----· ---- -···· ---·--·--· -·-· ········--·-··-···-· -.. -··--··· --- ... ·---- ··-·· ·-· 
port molds and ingots through the system just described. 
There is only one basic type of ingot buggy used. How-
ever, on the basic car itself is placed a cast iron slab, 
-e-al-led a- stool on which the m . , 
d~x ~) ! .. There ara t~ t~f~& e:f? -s-t-oo:t-s·· ~all'l:Ht B·- stoo-ls and 
C stools used on the cars. These stools, once· placed on 
:cars, are not removed until they have to be replaced. Thus,. 
in essence, there are two types of ingot buggies, referred 
t_o as B cars and C cars. The reason for the dif.-t:erent types 
of° st:ools, and thus types of ingot buggies, is t.o accommodate 
ttie different sizes of molds. Each size mold has specified 
th~ type of car th·at must be used to transport it. 
H. . Inoperative Ingot Buggies 
The _term inoperative ingot buggies means those ingot 
buggies which are out of operation and cannot be used to 




ar~ _.f_our primary r.e.as:ons why .. an. -1-ngot buggy would be inopera~· 
tlve. 
A sticker is an ingot from which the mold cannot be pulled 
by the stripping crane. T"nese ingots are sent back to the 
open hearth area w:here the mold is burned off by use of an 
acetylene torch. 
.; 
H. Inoperative·Ingot Buggies (Continued). 
. ,· 2. The ingot buggy is being used as a shop buggy .• 
• , L ••••• -, •• •• - •• -...... - ••• ,-•• ,.~,.,-r-,;->,•-,-,.-_,,. •••..•. .._,_..,. •. ,.•s•,-.•·.; ··~·"-· :-,,- .. ,, •. _., •. _,,~,---,·• 
-
--•-"-'-" .:-.· ·--'-"·"'• ....• ·. •, . ,•_ •.-;.-•.•.r.·1• ~ • ••. _._._.,. .. .,, .. , , •. ,,, •. ,"••····•""'''''•'-'·• • 




. being used in the open hearth area for spare parts. For 
e.xample., if a. set of wheels on a buggy which is in a drag 
is frozen, they ... will usuall;f not remove the whole buggy 
-...... _), ··-· -·-·-· ··- --··· .... ___ .......... . . . -----. ~ - -- ,---··· ... -· ........ - . 
rom a shop 
-- . ··-·-· ·-···- .. , . ·-----···-,·-·· -- ··-b-ugrnr--OJ • 
- .. - --- -- ~-- -- - ·--·-- ·····-----. -·· ----. 
3. The ingot buggy is being used to store cold steel. 
Sometimes, for various reasons, such as no soaking pit room., 
the ingots will not be ·charged but rather will be allowed to, 
ecol. These cold ingots, called cold steel., are usually 
moved to the South Yard where they are stored until they 
~re to be rel.led. Ingot buggies are., of course, needed t·o 
transport them to the South Yard, and in addition, the ingots 
themselves are sometimes stored directly on the ingot buggies., 
thus .removlng buggies fr.om the normal cycle. 
4. The ingot buggy is out· for repairs and maintenance. · 
Ingot buggies, simple and as, well constructed as they are, 
aiso break·down and need to be repaired • 
. ........ ':.. --···· - --··· . -· 
Besides the four reasons IDentioned above, there are · 
· . other reasons why ingot bUf§_iea a:!'! .ll.it_l>eing 1JJ.~ to tr:&ne- --~ . . . . . .... . . ....... ·- .. ,· •,~, ....... ,_ ....... .,,. . . ............... ., -,~.~~ 
port 1 ngots and mcld!:l. The two p1'1ima.ry reasons are (1) an .Ii 
' 5 1 ngot buggy is being u.a:e4 as a &newp-low., ... and {2) an ingot 









- - ·- ... ~ - - -








-. extra car placed bet-ween· t}:le ~ocomot+ve and· drag to separate 
. .. . . . 
. : •.. 11 
_,,,_ .. 
. ·, .· . . . : • . . . . . . . ·-·~·-· ....... ,,. __ .:.,,a ....... -,.~--.:·--··-~ .. :--~---~,----.,-.,-~-.. ·~--·-=·--·-'.-·-··-~~~-.'.··~:.·· 
-- · :. . tne--l~c-c,mot~ve'"-· :from·-·t11e-·-1n~-ae··-or:·,.~~lie~·~,-:1p.got s • - }:!9_~~~,!.~±.L_ .. !.ng~-------'>-~~ ·::, :.:.~ 
.. :"---.·--·-····--'--·---· ·-···--··--·-···-···~----"-·······-···--·····--'"'······---·-··-----~-------·· ··----'·--,·-,.,-~----·-···----···-·-··--·-----:-- , .. · _.,. · ... : 
b~ggies do not have to be used for these purposes '3ince 
J• 
th.ere are other cars available which would se1.,ve th_e pu:rpQse, 
Just as well. 
. -
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i. 
'!HE PR.$BLEM -· - ·-
....... --' . ·- -·. - -·: .,._ .. - -·--·· - ~-- ··-·· --
. --·Tne prool.em as st~ted by '·U·. s .. ~~-~:~.J.- .. !i~~-·::~i:m11lY--~- .. ~Jiox __________ ~-~-----~--~ --·-·. -· --··. ~---···-··-- --····- . 
' 
many ingot buggies· should we have?". Since, this statement 
. . "· .. ,~-1 s too, b.road to use as an objective for the solution of the 
problem, the problem first- had to be defined .. 
__,__-~---....------'--A. Definition of the Problem 
. -
··-·""··· -- - - - -·· ---·- - .. --·-- - ~- - --
----·-
------
The problem as stated above did not include any· crite-
rion for making the decision of how many ingot buggies should 
be available. Since the primary purpose of the Corporation 
is to make a profit, the decision criterion should be maximum 
profits to the Corporation. However, profits are not directly 
associated with ingot buggies, but since profits can be maxi-
,. 
mized by minimizing costs, 1 the decision criteri'on should be 
the lowest total cost to the Corporation. 
In add-ition, two other questions have to resolved. One 
is the question of correct methods and the othe.r is the question 
of plant output~ 
.. 
· Since we were concerned with "How many ingot buggies 
shou.ld we have?'' and not "How can we· be·st· ut111·ze ·the ingot·'-···· ·· ·· 
buggies that w·e do have?" , no methods or improvements were 
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... ..... ~ ..... '~ ..., .. - ........... _ .................. _ "r 
1. This ls not always true. For e-xample, if advertising costs are cut,. sales may also drop and thus decrease · profits. However., in this type of operation, which is an essential production operation, profits can be maxi-mized by minimizing··costs, 
10 •. 
assumed to .. be correct. 
·As was stated before,the .plans of U, s. Steel were 
•. 
-. -- - . - - -- ----
-- - -
--- ----·- -- -- . - -·-· -- -t-e- e1tp-and thl:s p1ant1-'s ·ea:pac1 'Ey -to· -3, ooo, oob -_ingot tons 
. -"'"······· - ·-. ,-.. ,~. ··-~·- ... - .----"·•·' ... 
per year by converting ~11 nine :rurnaees to·. a capacity or 
· · 400 tone. Since this expansion was planned to be completed 
within the ·year, a study conduc·ted· under pre'3ent conditions 
-- -- ----
-,--.. -----·-- - . -· - . -
-
··-- ··--· --····-- . ··- --·· 
. wou·ld be of 11m1ted _____ value~~-t-,i-·1i.- s. --St.eel. - --~ePei!ere, it 
______ :··-,:·-'---- ___________ was. de.eide.d to conduct the _study assuming an annual -out-




Thus, the pr.•oblem was defined as follows: Assuming' 
an annual outpui.; of 3,000,000 ingot tons and assuming that 
the present methods are in fact, correct, how many ingot 
buggies should be available to result in the lowest total 
cost to the Corporation, 
B. General Approach to the Problem 
---- -----. ---- -:---- ..... 
At this point it appeared.:as if there would be two· 
t': ( p-riinary cos·ts associated with ingo);.~9uggies. One, the 
' .... ~ 
coat of havin.g ingot buggies av.ailable, -~.al'hi. .. :two, the cost 
"'111.' 
o.r not having ingot bug~ies available. 
I, ..• ,. 
·; •r ' : ' 
.. 'E1e cost .. 0£ .having --inget---bugg-ie-s·- ava11-a·bie inerea.-sl:rs·,-· ·-·-- -·--· · · 
of course, 'as· thef humber or· 1ngot buggies available increa.sea • 
c:. 
able decreases as the number of 111..got buggies increases o 
... - - ..... 
.... ,, ... ...,.... -- - ........... _......~- - ' 
...._......._ ,. 
- ,h'· 
With no ingot buggies availaole, the cost of not having 
ingot buggies available would be prohibitively high since 






a,, the numbir of ingot buggies available inc~ease.s, this 
OQBt decreases until a point is reached where there are 
....... . ' ·-- -_________ ._ ,._. - ____ , ____ , ____ ~- .. _. --------.: _______ . ·------~,-c-,--····-·-··"·fte·-many·-··1:ngot···:~bµ:ggt-es··-·tnat·<•s·i5me·· a!*e····atwai.~::.~v.giiaii.-ie. ___ :w.hen ........ ·---- ·_ ·-·---·-·····-~--------: ·.· .. ' . . . . --- ',, __ ... ~,-- ............. : ... ~---......... ~---· -··-··········· ·-·-···-·-···. -~- ____ ,.. ______ ------... ----·-- ·-··- ,_ ·----····-----··········--·-·· ......... ·----~----~-----·-· ......... --·---·-· ._..., .. - . 
. 
. . {:. 
- . ··"···---"4·~-·-----~-·-------- ··-
' 
needed and this cost becomes zero. However, the-cost of 
' 
. having ingot buggies available would probably be relatively 
high, and ~hus, the total cost of ingot buggies would not 
b 
... ---------~-.. =·····=· ... ,-.--=-·--· ·=--~---,~--~-·' -------~~~-....,-__;--__,:_-------c-----:-:--........-'-----, -------- --:~~~:~~-=-=·=-~-~-~-- :zercr. -~--
···- ....... ....,._. 
The total cost can be determined 'l:>y .aJid1ng .. t.he.. a.oat.. 
of having an ingot buggy available to the cost of not 
having an ingot'buggy available. The object of this study 
then is to determine the num~er of ingot buggies to have 
available that will result in the minimum total cost. 
To help clar1-ry the above discussion, the general cost tl 
curves have been plotted in Figure 4 (App~ndix B). Even 
though these may not be the exact shapes of the curves, 
they do indicate the general approach to the problem. 
What must now be determined are the exact ~hapes and 
values of these curves. This can be det~rmined Qf varying the 
number of ingot buggies that are available. However,·to do 
this. with the ingot buggies the~selves wou.ld be out of the ........ __ .. 
------ --·· ~--··- ------- -- . ~ - ...... ,... --- ---- - ' -· 
.. ,,----····· ···-·question- iitnce product~c.,r,i ~gµld be disrupted and the costs 
would be prohibitive. So what is needed is some other way 
..... .......:.~,.....1-....,.~·11..ai ~ _..,,._ ... .. ,..,,.... A..--,._. 
·-
... ~ .. 
of telling how the costs vax-y when the numller- of buggiea 
'' 
~v~~;_,e Jdi .. :vc~-e4~.·· Th.~~~tuf soroE9tlme1:r·be Clone by con-
structing a mathematical model of the sy.stem·.- . 
" 
.. -
c.. »,c1sion to Use Monte ca·r10 !l'echniques 
~--- - -- --- --- ------
/ 
12 
The possibility or fittlng a mathematical model t(l 
' . 
., 
. -·-··--·····--·-·"~~·---__:~ .. ,··---the.,~,~:s-tem---wae"·-··~1:i-!gat-ed·-;-·---~-nowe ve'Il··,-~-:rt··~·~lfc:ron --15e~came·--~,- · - -• • • 
• 
•• 
• ·--··---······ ··-·· ........ ~,. h ........ , ..... --········- ·--"--·-·~--.... ,-.. ~-·---·-------·----
---·-·-······--·-· .. ·- ... -.-- -- ----------------·-
··- --·- ... ····"1··-·- ··-··-···-; ___ .. _____ ···------.-- ~ ----····-· -··· . ···- ··- -.. ---·-·· ----·········· ----~-- ... - . -------· ..... ·-· ---···'"------------···-------·---~- ._ ---·--·-··-··-------··· . - ..... . 
apparent that any usable mathematical model fitted to the 
system would be so compl~x and unw1eld1ng that it would be 
-- · - · · difficult to work with.· For instance., a brief look at the 
=·----=·-·=-··· -=_·-.. - ~--~---···-=·-··-=--·---=·-·-=-.. --=-·-=---~P!!~u~-r:::ing~~-~·.:o~p~e!..:r~a~t~i;~-o~n~-.E-flti!:!f~-ou~· ~1 d~. ·~1~n~··4~1~c~a.~t~· e~.t~li~·e~·· ~wp..J..J:.A..LJ~-UJ........4;11-UCi~.............:.-:---· ~-·-_· ··_··  _· --,;;.-·~ . //' 
situation. _. /~ 
.• 
. 
., --i. ~ • .,-'" X <~ ~ 
__ ,,,.- The pouring operation is essentially a waiting line 
. ·-"' .· problem. '!'here ls the arrival of heats .from nine f'urnaces., 
the arrival or. ingot· buggies to "service" the- heat., the 
pouring platforms where. the heats are serviced, and the 
servicing rate of pouring the heat. 
The first difficulty in trying to fit a waiting line 
equation to ·this operation is that there are two different· 
arrival rates, i.e., the arrival rate or heats and the ·" 
arriv,a:1 rate of ingot buggies, involved in the same opera-
tion. In addition, these arrival rates are interd~pendent .• 
-The arrival rate of in .... buggies is dependent upon the 
arrival rate of +-.\e heats, for thiti determines how many 
··1ngot· .. bugg1es a.r~f ln·· use ·-at ariy- g1.ven. time. On the other 
.... t . . 
hand, the arrival rate of heats 1~ depende11t upon the arrival 
.. .•• : .. ,·co; ci.,; 
,,.._ 
...... "<i!I!" 
· rate of ingot ,. ~g ,._ :s since no furnaces wt 11. 'bP. tapied. 
... •• • 
'1'11e second .1.:.f .tier 1 .... ., is that the number of service 
It, 
ohann@, s does r..ot r~ri.a.in ~onstant. One of the pouring pla_t-
f orms is longer than the other two and can accommodate one 
I . 
13. 
long· drag or two short ones •. Thus ·the number or dr_ags· that 
can ·be serviced at airy one time vari,es from three to four .• 
., 
. . 
___________ : ...... ~~ .--- - --JJ!Ms -,means,, ·-of· ll OU.I's~, ·~~ ~1;fie;nuffiDfiI' :~~ ~~l'Y!ci~ :~h~i~:::· ____ :~ =-~:-· ... :: --- -....... ' ,,·r"' ~.• "••··••, ___ ,,_.,_,._ •···• • •-••·-·•" ...... ,.~... '"' ·-~----,-·~--~- -----~,\,·-----····-~-···: .. _...... . -·-·· ... , 
varies. 
The third difficulty is the mult1plic1tJ or servicing 
rates. The servicing rate depends not only-·upon the speed 
with· ·which the pouring operation .-1-a. accomp-lJ/ahed, but -also 1...--.---a-~-,-.--.--·--·--------
upon the minimum metallurgical holding times specift~4 ro..r ........ . 
. . . . . ~ ,,. . : : ·; 
each ingot size and type or steel. Since the Metallurgical 
Department has specified five different minimum holding 
times, there would be at least five different servicing rates .• 
The above example, with two interdependent arrival rates, 
~ 
·. a variable number of service channels, and at least five 
-~ di.fferent servicing rates, should ind"icate the complexity 
.of any mathematical model that would approximate the pour-
ing operation. In addition, mathematical models for the 
rest of the s_ystem would have to be determined. 
It was soon realized that attempting to fit a workable 
~thematical model to the system would be almost impossible. 
-Therefore, it wa~ de~ided to use Monte Carlo techniques for 
the solution of the problem. With the use of- these teohni-
ques the whole system could be simulated ..... 'fl1.P+--tm~;L .Gf.,. ... #..,_~,. ., ..... ......... ..• ,,...... ......... ... .-.-
-
- _.,,,,. 
- _,.... .. _...... --
ingot buggies could then be varied to determine the change 
The next step was collection and preparation of the 
data needed. for a Monte Carlo simulation. / 




PREPARATION OP DATA 
-·-·-······--·-·-· ... ··-·-·"'-···-----·-. "'··-····--··--··- ······-··--···--·. -·· ---.. -
~--·- . ' 
- . 
utmost·importance. Without data that actually describes 
the system under Btudy, a systems study is of no avail. 
-· v· 
. However, .obtaining accurate data is often very difficult. 
lJs:Ually data ju·s·t does· no.t e~"J.tf · 
always the question of just what does it mean. 
This chapter describes the preparation of data for 
the Monte Carlo simulation and thus, the system study. It 
tells from where the data was accumulated, what assumptions 
were made, and what manipulations were done with it'"·. 
The preparation of data was not only an important part 
of' this study, but also the most time consuming, with about 
" 80% of the total time. devoted to the study used for data 
p:-.epa:ratlon. 
A. Heat Size 
.. The term heat is used to refer t9 a "batch" of steel 
made in the open hearth furnace. Heat size, then, refers 
_ ~9. t.h_e ___ !'e~e.;~t .. ~I! ~O.ll~. 9f .Q~-~ h_e.at •. ·_ .. 
·For purposes of this study, the heat size was defined 
lt e~cludes only slag and any steel wasted in pouring. The 
data was found by adding butt weight to the total ingot 
weight as folh"'ld in the chronological heat reports maintained 
by the Open Hea.1·tn Division. Tne data collected c.overs a 
J 
., 
. . ... '.·' .i' . ' ,•. ' ·~ .• 
15. 
period from December 24, 1959·, to January 20, 1960, for 
/12. furnace which .has a capacity of 400 tons~ At the time 
,.., '... ··-·. ·. 
-- - . I 
___ . _ ... _. ____ ·-· -----· -·--· ... __ ···------~: .. the. -data- was -oe-1:leet-ed-,-: -#2~--furna-c·e- -wa:·s .... trre- · ·onry·· rurnace·--~--- ... '. .. ~. ····~----,--,--~,~------ -~-~----
. .,.. 
°ti• .~ 
..... ., ..... --·-·--··········-····'·--· --· ., ... 
. . - . . -~ - ..... ,. . ........... ,..... - - ..... ~.~-._,.... . . -... ,._ ....... __ ... _ ..._,_.~~- ..... --~---·· •. ·----
with a 400 ton capacity in operation • 
The data collected was tabulated unto a ·frequency dis-
····· ~---. . . ......... -- .. . . .. . . . . . -- - . 1 
tribution (Table I) and an average and standard deviation 
ea1eulated (~e Appen~~--~C1_} .!....• ~-- ------~---:--~-~----, ..-.. - ... ~---·-----~--. ---·-- -· -·- ·--- --
. · The averag~-- _ang __ s_t_anda r.d-.--dev:-ia-tiens- --wer-e- c-a-1-culat-e·,i-··-- --- ·-------------------.. ···----- ··-··--- --·- ·-·-----· ... --·-- ·- .. .,.-,-- ... ·----· . . 
------- ···-·-- "· 
. - ·' 
' 
for· use in the determination· of the number of ingot buggies 
required for a drag of ingots. The original data was used 
for this-calculation even though it would have been much 
easier to use the freqµency distribution. ·However, the· 
average and standard deviations were. calculated before the· 
frequency distribution had been tabulated. 
B. Furnace Tap-to~Tap'.T.1me 
The term f'urnac.e tap-to-tap time refers to the time 
elapsed from the tapping. of one heat to the tapping of the 
next heat of one particular furnace. 
Here ~gain, the data of #2 furnace was used since it 
was the only 400 t.9n. fµ:rtt.&.ce ln __ ope.r..at.wn .wh.e.n ... t-he da-ta ·wa-s . - ..... - ... --· -· - - - -·· ·-- ·- - :. •" ··- . .. /. 
~t.,, 
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, 1. , Upon looking at this frequency distribution as well as . 






collected. Th1s·4ata was alse taken f'rom·the chronological 
• I heat reports maintained by the Open Hearth Division • 
... , .... -······~···:· .,.o,,•.----~-·-,-~··----·····ro-·•-~eweve-r·r~·s-!-n~~"thf:1t· f'urna:i:re~~.1r~Jtrst··:oe~~n~reoull t'. ·and• .. · ~ ... . =· . . .... . ' 
- . . .._ ... ~ ....... - . . . .... ···- -··-~'" .. ~-· . -·- .... -- ~--- -·-····- .. ---·- ... - - . . . ---· - . - ... ~.. -- ...... ------· ~- - .... .. , . .. -· - . .. .. - .. ·- - . ·- ~--~- ---~ ... --------~-·- ... ~-- --~·-~ '-•"' • ____ ,.. __ ,.... • •-,,~,,,,__u,... ·" •••--·-·" • • • ..... ~ -~ ---·•- ,n • .,-.•- - • -- ·--• • • ~ 
was, in essence, completely new, the reported total tap-to-. 
tap time was somewhat lower than furnaces which were in 
operation a longer period of time. The reason for this is 
that between each heat·"minor 
. ,., 
-- --- -- . --- --- ----- ---
. -----------~--,,-----:-------loose br:tcks·,--have ·to-oe --made to -·each furnace. -- - - - -The time 
to make such repairs, called the delay time·t wa·s ·naturally 
much shorter for .#2 furnace since it had just been rebuilt. 
The tap-to-tap time of #2 furnace had to be adjusted 
to a normal tap-to~tap time, since the tap-to..:.tap time of 
#2 furnace was to be used in the simulation· study for all . 
nin~ furnaces, and therefore, had to be a normal time. To 
- · .. ,: __ :, .. · ..... ,. make this adjustment, it was assumed that the normal delay 
.. 
time for the 400 ton furna.ce would be .. the same as the normal 
delay time 01.' .the 375 ton furnaces. 
The method ueed to make this adjustment was .as follows. 
FI1om the · chronological reports, the raw time's .(excludes delay. 
_time) of each heat were listed. (See Table II, Appendix D) • 
. __ _________ _ Tl?-e delay times c,f tti~ Q~_ne~ fu..rnaces were. taken t.r.om the, .... 
. ·chronological heat reports and also placed on a list and 
•< . • ... --- ....... ~ ... • • .,,. . .... .... --- '"""'.,,,,,,,,,. • . . • •• ,r"'-' 
·2 . .. ,, .. ,. . .. ,,., - --
assigned numbers from zero to 299 (Se~ 'Deble III). The:& 
w1. th the use of a :r~~g9~ number table., a randon number between 
- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
2. Only the number of every tenth delay time has been noted In Table III, however. 
•-,.t ... 
' .. ··:,":"· 
. . 
' 
zero and 299·was selected. The delay time corresponding to 
this number was' converted from minutes to decimal hours and 
added t·o the first J 1 st--iw-~-~-G!!, ~~~fmtr·-1n· ·Tab1e=-rr·-~t6~ arrive ..... . ,:f'.. ,.....,...,. ~ ........ -.-,~-..- ..... _ ·-==~ .. -.-..-.,,.-·-.... -~,,~......-'-'7~=-... ~ .... ~===-::-:-;~'-"""'"" - -- • - Q 
_· ••• : ••• ~~·-··-- --
- ---·~ ... - ·.--.,-~-~~-~····----~·-···~~--~-, .... ---~---~-.----.. ~-----··-~-··'"····-~ ·-· 
-··--·----·--··----·· ... ., .... ----··.. . . at--·-a-··-total tap:to:·t-a.p tim~--;- ....... This process was repeated until 
---·--· ... -....-----"' ., ... -···----...-,-~---· 
~• •· 4
_ prr 
a delay time was added to all of the raw t~mes. 
. . 
These total tap-to-tap times were then converted from 
dectmal. hours .... to ... minu,tes ('l'a'b1e II since it 
- =-
-= -- - -- -----~------
u~e _tha ... mj n~te----&S---:-a---··S-'&S:nd-a:rd measure . or· 'tlme·· -for the Simula-
tion study. These. total tap-to-tap times were then tabulated 
into a frequency distribution for furnace tap-to-tap time {Table · i-v). 
C. Furnace Life and Rebuild Time 
The term furnace li'fe refers to the time between r·e-
builds, 1. e., when the furnace goes down for extended- re-
pairs·., and the ter.m rebuild time refers to ~he ti-me required· 
to make these repairs. Information on furnace life and re-
build time ·is necessary to consider furnace downtime in a 
simulation study • 
. U. S. Steel Corporati~n )lad ver·y litt·le information 
available on both furnace life. and rebuild ti.me.. .:For f.uyinaee 
.l~fe they had data fro,m which an average life could be cal-· 
culaied (Se~ Ap;p~~d.1~ :8} .an':1., ro_~_ r,9ut1Jt t:1.mtt t,b.:..y. .. -~J+l~~ .. -....... -. 
an ave-rage cf tla,~en days, which had been calcuiated just ~ 
few months before tha study was conducted. 
Since they had no information available on the varia-. 
tion of this ·dataabout the mean, other sou"oee ha.d to be· 
, • r'( I. 
,,,·._· :·,-·,, .. ,_, .-. ······ 
.· .. , ... ,· ···: ... ·,.· ... ._ :.: . 
I 
.-------
utilized. Frequency distributions fo~ both furnace lire 
·and rel>uild time were found in "Applications of Monte Carlo 
.. -.--cc.~.------=:--.• =-..,_.........,. .. ,_. ... ,..~.. • -· .--:-______ ····-· ·-----··----- ---··········~···-s±mant:torr-·Jn. ~--stee1······company·,-,f -~ . p~p-~;r_,~pr_e.s.e~nt.ed ..... at ..... the .. ·--·-·······-·-···-c-··: ..................... ----· ...... . .. ··-<¥·--··---: ... .> •• -~ ... - ..... --.-·-·-"·-:- .. , ••••••• _,-.- ·--- • ~-.-~- ••• , ~~ • ••• :: •••• f\·.• ... . . . 
. 
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u·oweyer, tukens· Stee-11--S-- averages were not' tne same as 
'· 
·•·7,···. -"·~-- •.. the averages calculated by U~ s. Steel. Lukens Steel's 
average for furnace life was 110 days as opposed to U.S. 
Steel's calculated average of 128 days and for· rebuild 
time was 1~ days as opposed to 11 days ·quoted by U. S. Steel .• 
To arrive at :rrequency distributions for furnace life 
and rebuild time, two assumptions were made: (1) the aver-
age.a calculated by U. s. Steel for furnace 11·re and rebuild 
ti-me were in fact the averages for• their furnaces; and (2) 
the shape of the frequency distr1but1o:ns would be the same 
as Lukens Steel's distributions.-
The method of adjusting Lukene Steel's .distribu·t1>"ons 
to. fit the average of u. S. Steel was to shift Lukens Steel is. 
distributions one cell interval. In ·the case 01"' · furnace 
-·· .. - . -·-- r· -
life, the distripution was shifted up one cell intewal to 
give an average of approximately 128 days (Se~ T~~~! yJ ..... 
.,,,4"""""" ... ~- .. ,., , ... "* ....... .,.......... ...... . ....... .,, .......... ~ ........... 
-
·-•--v-........ ,,..., .. ,., .. .,~.._ ....... -..._-...-- . ... ~ ............... ,.... . . ..... .--In the ·case of rebuild time, the diatT'1but1on wam sh1:ft64 
down one oe 11 t~tt:~~-ve.l to· gi:v~ :r,::a EiVerage-~ofL aj:i-proxfmate:iy-~ ... .. -- -··-··-". ....... ... . .. . 
11 days, which is equal to U. s. Steel's average (See ~ 
.Table VII). These adjusted d1stribut1t)ns were u·sed as the 
19. 
frequency d:ts·tributlons for furnace life and rebu-ild time. 
{Tables VI and VIII). 
--- , ___ ... =----- -·-· --··--= 
_ .. =~-----~==-=~~~~-="''' .. -~~ ·----E:vel>.-~·gh··-·-!t-·-had:·~been=-=den-1:ttei:r~~-use ·-tne · m1nut e .a~----~----~--------------·---------·--·-·-.--. .. ........ ·-------·· ------ ·--- ......... -··--· .......................... -.................................... - .............. ,, ............. - ............ _,.. . 
. 
. . . . 
. ................ _, _______ .... -
. .. . 
. 
. . ... ·-
.. ,~....:::-
the standard measure. of time, 1 t was decided in t~ case, 
however, to keep the distributions in days beca11ee or the 
cumbersome size or the data if it were converted to minutes. 
" M·---~- .. --~··-- --- .---- ~ .... ---- - ·-
verted to minutes as it is ·used. 
D. Ingot-Sizes Produced 
The data of Table IX was taken directly from the "Ingot 
Tonnage per Month by Mold Size and Product" report and are 
.. the actual percentage produced in the year 1~58~ 
No manipulation of this data was required to get it 
in the form it is 1n Table IX. However, for purposes of 
the simulation study, four ingot si-zes were eliminated from 
the frequency distribution. These ingot sizes, 22 x 40 
BED-OT, 22 x ·50 BED-OT, 27 x 34 BED-BT, and 35 x 39 BED-BT, 
each weI'e used less than one-half of one -percent of the time .•.. 
It was deicded.to eliminate these f-0ur ingot sizes since -it 
would simplify tl1e systeina study while not s:1gn1-fic·antly · .. 
affeeting the results. 
... , ......... ~ ........... ~ ,,,_ .• • # .. , •• ,-. . ..... ~ ....... ~(~, ..... ~ 
· ~ · -~. Holding Time 
.... 
"'":-""' ... ,, .. ~ .... , .... '"' 
Tn~ ~Qurce of .thtp tnf~:matl~. w~~~. tht! !!eat Trcii1B"i't ·1 .... • - - • ~ 
Report of December, 1959 and January, 1960. The holding 




the furnace to the· re1&.ase .of the dr~g. 
Holding time, ·as-defined here, is dependent not only 
~= ... c-=--· .~
0
- ."==-on:- :tae-- !a.i-se-,=of-,=the··:tngot·· but --a-rBo--·on tne· ·-typef~·or-·~st·ee1-·=-=~-~~-~ .. · -· ........ -·-· : '. ' 
• _., ...• , .•. ·-·· .-• .. , • ·- -~ :~.• .•.. ····----~------·· ... ---•«•-• ·-·· -·----~~----.. ···-·-····--···-"·-·· ··-·· •..• ..,_. -~· •... , -~---------,··-··-~--··h--·-..... ·-··----·,~ .... ··-«-----o<-··-·-··-.. -· .. -·~··-·· ' 





___ ,, .. , .... ,.. .. , .. , .. _ top, and killed hot top. However, since information was 
more. readily ·available according to ingot size and. since_ 
. -·--····--- · it ·was de-ended· ·to follow ln o 
... 
the holding time data was acGumulated by ingot siz.es. 
This data was then tabulated into a frequency distri-
b~tlon ·(see Appendix G). · Classes were established every 
f-ive minutes wfth class limits ranging plus or minus two 
·from the mid-point, e.g., class limits of th~. cell interval 
with 75 as its mid-point would have class limits of 73 and 
77·. The :frequency falling in each class was counted and 
the probability of occurrence and cumulative probability 
.of occurrence were calculated for each class interval • 
Differences in length of elapsed time due to differ;._ 
:ent typ~s of steel poured were thus considered, ev·en though 
·this influence cannot be isolated in .the data. This influ-
ence can be seen though by observing the frequency distri-
butions. For example, in the ~requency distribu,tion for 
holding time of ingot size 29 x 56 (Table XIV), one can 
. ,_,__ ............ "' ... .,............. . ...... ...., ...... ~ . • .._, C ....... ... .......... 4...,...,...- '•••~,_.,.,._. • .
note two ~~tinct distr1011.tions.; ~one cent€r:!.:a6 ab&ut 75 - -
not tell from the frequency distribution the cause of this, 
but it is,.n~t.needed fo~ purposes of our analysis. The 
.... I - --·, 




t- ---:_:,:.' ~-:: •.• 
---. ---
· 21 •. 
important thing is ·t~at all causes are considered even 1:r 
the causes cannot be isolated •. 







. This data .was also taken fpom the Heat ~rans1t Report 
from the months of December, 1959 and January, 1960. This 
frequency· distribution (Table XX, Appendix H) 1s of the 
--------,-~~!Tl=l~~--r,~fF,le~-f'¥ri"t,oiimlr'release at the open hearth·. to the time 
delivered at the stripper. 
1. G. Stripping Time 
The source of the original data was from the Heat 
Transit Report. This report listed the time the stripping 
operati.on started, the time it was finished, and the ·number 
of ingots stripped. The stripping time (start to finish) 
was divided by the number of ingots stripped to arrive at 
~n average stripping time per ingot. These times per ingot 
were then tallied using cell intervals of 0.05 minutes and 
- a frequency distribution t.abulated. 
The stripping time, however, is· not only dependent upon 
the size of the ingot but also upon the type of mold used, 
t~e;; · ·131g End Down_· - Open Top, Bi~ End Down - Bottle_ Top:, 
and Big End Up -- Closed Bottom. It was not @R~Y.. _t.o .UQ~te -::, ..... .. ........... . -..-. -· ... ,.,.,,,,._ ., ...,.,•~·--·~ .............. 
-
-
~a.i J .. -:-·f ~-T,4.~. ..qh_e .su.··· •. :u,a, *ftt·n't.VtlJ.'r .. 1-'I" ~olisMerecl,..1n th\~ ~-:_ 
frequency distributions. 
or course, the ·type of mold used and ingot-st~e are 





these factors, the time requ1re4 to ~trip a drag is not· 
directly dependent upon the number of _tngot_s stripped, 
· . · . but .~~Jt.rutr,,_ , a _composed" ... of-~.-a~-iJJe-re---o·r·--less con·s·t-ant~--~!me, - · · · · · =="" - · . ·· ..• .....,,.._,.... ~~.~---:-c-,~...--,...,.--- ·----. .,....,.,_,__.~~,.,..,.-.,-c~,...,,....=a-><' . ...,.,.,J.,~..,.... ..... ~. • ... 
. ······- ••. , •.......... , .. , ······-, ••• --~- ........ ~,- .... ---··-"·"··-•-•-'h··--~··-·"': ..• ---·-··--.---~--·--·-------•"'" ••• ·-···. - •'' ·- ..... -~ < 
--·--·-···:--·····--·1::-e·~·;·····t11e·-"'time··· r·equ'red. to ·move a drag of' cars into the 
stripper., and the variable time due to the number of ingots 
- stripped-. · Wit?rthe ln:rormation available it was not poss1-{.! I 
ble to isolate this ttme, but again for --~he. _purpose of an 
overall systems study, it was . not necea_sary. 
One may notice that some of the frequency distributions 
include two different ingot sizes, e.g.,· the frequency "dis-
tributlon of Table XXII, Appendix I, is for ingot sizes 
· 23 x 56 and 27 x 46. Individual frequency distributions 
were combined when the individual distributions were not 
sign~ficantly dirferent. The primary reason for attempting 
to combine the distributions was that for some ingot sizes 
so few observations were available. Fo·r example, there were 
only six observations available for ingot size 25 x Bo. 
Also, looking ahead to a possible ~omputer application; it 




, method used to determine whether the· distr1but1cns were, 
--i~f-a~-,- &ignif-ieant·ly ·d1.f~r·ent was· first by observation • 
. , ' V'"" 
., 
·If two distributions looked as if they_ .. w~e n9 ... ~, .. ~§~uj,.f.\<11tnt 1 y ....... 
. .nae 
.... ··- ...... different, they __ were tnen .. ~heQked by using Thco.t'Y ot Ru.ns. 
. 
. 
• .. ·L -~Ti}_e_~_.pec1f1.£t .J!._ftt,b94_ 1~"~a_'4;.~ c!e--fo'1&& ·tt v~~~--- ~ ....llllli!- ~- -•· --·~~-~ •+~·- ....... -~ ~- .. .,._._ ~ r 
., graph 16.4 of A. M. Moods book, Introduction to the Theory 
-of Statistics. (New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc~, 1950). ------




-:.ii'· .. -· 
··. ·- .•,,,• .. -.,,' 
. _ 23. 
· · · 1ations. A Students t test· could. also have been used but 
. 
. that would have requ1I'ed the calculation of a· standard 









not required since the Theory of Runs would provide much 
the same results. 
..... _ ··----··· - ------- --··· ·----- --- -
... 
H. Transit Time from ~~r~p~eI'. _t:ct So..aking --PitB--- ... 
---- --- --- ~----- - ----- ------ ----· -- -- - -- - -- - -- - - - --
The transit· time from the' stripper to the soaking pits , 
was taken fr-om t}:le Heat Transit Report. The average time 
for January, 1960 was only 5.69 minutes. Since, in relation 
to the other times involved in the system, this time is so 
s.ma.1.1, no frequency distribution was tabulated for this 
-~ 
. ttme. ·RB:ther, the ave.rage time of 5.69 minutes was used. 
In addition, it was assumed that the time required to 
move a drag from the soaking pits to the stripper would be 
the same jiB the time required to move a drag from the stripper· 
t.o tlle eoaking pits. Therefore, the round-trip time between 
.th~ stripper and the soaking pits was assumed to be 11.4 
minutes. 
.• 
I. Charging Time 
Charging ttme., which is the time required to place an 
ingot 'into a soaking pit from a drag of ingot buggi"es.,, was 
·- - -
........ 
not noted on th:_e Heat Transit 'Report~ Also,.. no ~ther aetual 
· - aa\a was a.vail'ablc ro..c· charging time. Tnerefore, as the 
only possible alternative., the engineering standard of 1.52 
minutes per ingot was used. 
- ----· --------
.• 
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. No information was readily available f'or the time re-
~=--=--=h = ==-===- quired .·to= meve -a -tt,pag=of~f:ngot bugg:te-=tr -rrom -tlie · stripper to ---------,-.-
. .... ......... ~··-··"----~ ·--·-·· ~-- -····· ..... =-- ··~· -- ..... -· ·-- - ---~- -- .. ·--·--·-·h--. ---~~~- ----··-- ---~- --· ~- ------~ ... -·~ ............... --- -~ 
-. . . . . the--· niold---y·;;d·~----------i~1~~~----th~ mold yard is ~n the same bu1ld1n:g ' 
--
as the ·open hearths, the distance co~~~ed -~4 .the t~acks 
used from the st~ipper to the mo,lg yard are the same as 
·· _P-em __ +,:.he··· "Open- .···hlll!!lre·rth_ ... ·_ti"\.·· -··t"ka ...... 8 ... ,.r .. ~-· -.·. e·· r··-- ,·• ······ · ,.._.. ·~-,-..~, ..... ,. - ·--- r-,,_- ·-u 1iw Cl, V 1 1.::i I \, .J. 
-
-· .,;.. .... 
tiine_,. ... -from the stripper to the mold yard was assumed to be 
the same as the transit time from the open hearths to the 
stripper. Thus, the frequency distribution of Table XX was 
... 
also used for the transit time from the stripper to the- ·mold 
yard. 
K. Reconditioning Time 
No actual data was available for recondit!oning time.:; 
whi'ch is the time required to coat the molds and clean the 
drag before it is used for the next heat. 
The only information available were the estimates of 
a. foreman in the open hearth and of an industrial engir1eer. 
Even though they were interviewed separately, their estimates 
for recond1t~!l1!~llS ~~~e. w~rE.!~ the .same. . .'l'he~P estimates_ were 
as follows: The minimum reconditioning time is one hour and 
the ~1~~ .~i.!.,. th~! ... a ~.rui_,,.s,ne:~J.f .. ...hour..a ..... w! th t~,.}'at>UP-fr -b-e-lt?g-~-
the most usual time. 
-With this information to go on, a normal curve skewed 
to the right was fitted to these parameters., with two hours 





age. The curve was then tabulated into a frequency distri-
bution for reconditioning time. (Table XXVIII}. 
. . ~ 
. . 
••",• -. • • _.,,_~~ ">•f,'° ~·T- ---·••~~•••-·-- • •- •,• 
The -sourc.e of data for ingot buggies_ ~noperative was 
the Stool Buggy Report of the pl§z;tr~-" .. 'ff ·Rolling Division. . ,, . 
The a·ata from this report was grouped according to the f~, 
- .-primary reasons for an ingot buggy to be inoperative. That 
is, (1) it is being used to transport stickers, (2) it is 
being used as a shop buggy, (3) it is being used to hold 
cold steel, or (4) it is out for repairs and maintenance. 
This data was accumulated by a form of work sampling. 
Each morning at e1.ght .o'clock, a simultaneous count of the 
cars and their use was taken in all areas of the system. 
The data from e.ach observa.ti_on -was then· comp+led to forJD · 
this report. 
This data is thus biased by the fact that the observa-
·tions were always taken at eight o' clo~. If the· time or 
, 
·observation had beeri selected randomly, average conditions 
would have been more likely observed. However., this was 
..... - the only. da-t-a .. that wa-s··a-va-ilable··and· tt. was ua:ed to tabu~ 
late the frequency distributions for the four classes of 
~t~ng~t _bi~1a, 1+t,c\p~1·1!t•lve~ {-T-a:tr!es nrx thru XXXI~). 
However, this data did no~~_,br~~k down tqe.~-~ ca.:t~~t~ ---
into Band C type·buggies. Therefore, an assumption had to 
be made so.that the number of buggies inoperative oould be 






'"' d • • '." '. !•'·.:··;_ . ·~,· ..... , ,. ,·.· ··.,: :· . 
__.. .......... · ..... . 
that they would be appol'tioned. according to the percentage · 
of ea.ch type available~ That is, since 83-1/2% of the 
_ _ =---=~·= =· ==· ==-huggics -avatl-abi.l! · wer~ ·t=ype · 13·· ·ouggf e"s =- and lo--~_Lgj]y.£e~~ri-------~----==--------------~ 
- ,_, _______________ _:__b;gg:1;;;-,-r-93~-1/2%--~;-;~;-;~b-~;-;;-;~~~e a · 1noperat1 ve . i. 
. .,.,, ..•. 
--
;; 
~ were. assumed to be type B buggies and 16-1/2~ type C buggie-s. :~ 
... ,. ---· ...... .. 
M. Calculation for Size _ of ])r~~t ______ -____________________ : _______ ....... ------~-- ---------------··--.. -·-,-----··- ------- ... -- ---·.···-· ..... ,_ .......... ' -- ' •·· - . 
The numb-er qf ingot buggies needed :ror each ingot size 
was calculated by first dividing the maximum heat size by 
the average weight of the ingot to find the number of ingots. 
The total number of ingots required was then divided by the 
' . 
number of ingots that can be placed on one ingot buggy to 
find the number of ingot buggies required. To this was 
added a trailer car, which is· an extra ingot buggy used to: 
carry the trailer ingots. 
The maximum heat size was taken to be the plus three 
sigma limit of the heat size distribution, while the average 
- 4 ingot weight was taken from Table XXXIII. The number of 
ingots that can be placed on a car depends on whether the 
ingot requires a B or C type stool (Table XXXIII). With a • 
~- typ~ sto.o.l, !'our ingots oan be ·plaeitti --on- --one- ingot·· bug~ · · --- ·- ---
-·-·'·· ·--· ------ -·-·----- -----~---
t; • 
' .. -~ ' . -· ~ --
·, 
-· - . 
and with a C type, two ingots. To the calculated number, 
- - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ 
- .,.,,,. 
..... .... *2 riO•• 
...-~ • '....4( ~~,-,.~-..P: ~. - -'PRe~ ~~~r~t~f;C~ :we1~~-:·e-ai€1:i1.&.t~ea tttom r1gur·e's taken :from the St~ol Buggy Reports~ 
4. These average ingot weights are average weights as caleu~ lated by U. S. Steel and were taken from the "Ingot Ton-nage per r .. 1onth by Mold S1-ze and Product_~r report of the Steel Producing Divi.sion. 
r 
I. 
>·' ' ............ ,.,..,_ .. ____ ~ ............ ----""=-··--··.. .:..-::..·: .. 
{~ee Appendix L). The results of these calculations ar~ 
listed in ta~ular form in Table XXXIV. 
• 
-
~· _, • • ••• ·--- • ~, - •- - ,-~~· • r 
-•· -- ·-~-•· - ---•~ ·-~ --- --
-
.. ·-··" ··-~ ... -- --- .... · ....... ,.... .; ..... · · · ·'fh!-a· ·meth-od of-- c·a1cu:lat·1on ·a1·r-rers from --;t.he· .. method _________ ........ -....... -·------··-=·--.·-----····· .... ~-- ---· ... ·- ~--· ~----- ---- .,_ __ - ~-· - ·----- ---... -, .. -~-·-····-······""~--~------·-··-·-.. ·~ . -·-···---~-·-·-- ........ ---,- _,, 
. 
. 
-. ·--~- ••• ----------- ···--··---··· ···-····-···· ----- ••••• ----·· •<",;" • 
·- ... ·-· 
..... - . .,., .... 
used by u. s. Steel. They. use the ave~age heat size instead 
of the maximum and add two extra ingot buggies, one with 
regular size molds and the other with trailer ingots, in-
~-,.,.....,..,_,_,_, .. ······ . ·.,• . ...,,,,.,. , .. '. •'"·' ..... 
about the same with the maximum difference being only one 
car for the smallest size ingot. 
N. Costs of Having Ingot Buggies Available 
----
' 
There are two primary costs associated with having 
ingot buggies available for use at the plant. They are 
(1) the co.st of' purchasing the ingot buggies, and (2) the 
c.os.t of repa.ir.ing and maintaining them once purchased. 
The purchase. price of an ingot buggy is $12,000. To 
. . 
this should be added the cost of shipment, taxes, the cost 
of negotiating the purchase, etc.. However, these· costs were 
not readily available and were therefore omitted from the 
analysis. 
'ro get this cost on ·a yearly basis, some idea of the 
,. useful life of ~ ingot buggy ·should be lmown. When this 
study was conducted, the plant had only been in operation 
..,,,,.,,...., ..-.......... -.j·~... . . ...... ~..... -... ,. . , .. ~ .. ..,.. ... .... "'-. ....... .. .,.. ... _ . for approximately six years and no actual data was avail-
- -Engineering Department estimated that an ingot buggy should 
be usable for- at least twenty years. Sinae no actual data 
was available it was assumed that this figure was correct. ·. 
•' .. , 
t j •• ' !~ \ ..f I ', • 
28. 
'!heref'o:re, the- cost· of purchasing an ingot buggy t~en on 
a :yearly basis is $600· ($12,000/20 ~ears). 




·--~--- -~-. ,,~-- c.•-· --~rt----~--······----~ .. -~ ...... , .. -~.-
-· 
• 
yearly cost of capital should be added. -For instance, if 
... , ' ··, the company is making 15~ on their invested capital, a 
yeariy charge of 15% or $90 should be added to the $600 raw 
·f-igure-~- . n~·ol. any ·personal propertv~·taxes '"aBd inBttrance 
charges should be added. Since this information was not 
disclosed, these additional costs were not added. The 
yearly cost of acquisition was thus assumed to be $600. 
" The repair and maintenance costs for ingot buggies 
were taken from the Departmental Cost Reports for a period 
of one year and were summarized by month. (See Table XXXV, 
Appendix M). 'l"ne total monthly costs include not only direct 
labor and direct materials but also all ove·rhead expenses • 
.... 
. '...... ······ Included in the overhead were 1nd1rect·materials, all employee 
b~nefits, 1.e., ·social security, pensions, insurance, and · 
supplementary unemployment benefits, General Headquarter's 
expense, and deprec-iation and property taxes on the repair 
facilities • 
. -- .. -
The predo~nal)~ type of damage which-Pequires repairs 
is done to an ingot buggy in.the pouring operation. Molten 
... - .. ~ ... , ..... ~ ............... JS), .,.._ . .~ ~ .~........ 
....-.... 
. 
. steel 1s accidentally poured in either ita ooupier or ita . 
- ., 
w'kc~, 0 ,t-i..,, ~-" .P~.o- .. -- ~_.,~_.,. :fl/!& .aM.4111"!!-l~·n"r.;;,p 4111,t; ~ rar .. u~~~a'" 1·r· :y,i .. ~ _ . ~-- .• r_ :qi¥.,"' .... ~ 1 -w-4 -~ -:-  ... .,.:.-c:, ~~~- ~iM"v r:£.•-6 pd.I-"". i·11 ; ... -el,, 1;;1 
are dependent not upon how many ingot buggies are available 
but upon how many times they have been exposed to the pouring 
29 •. · 
·-operation. Since the number of times they have been exposed 
•. to the pouring operation ie in turn dependent upon the number ·. 
•-•• r•.-,•- ••"" • -- -••-· • ••c, 
.......... -... : •. r· · · ____ ........ :_-----or-· -tons· ·produ(red, · --en:.e· re:pa!rs· ·-an.a- ·thus-- -repa~-~---·Q __ Q~_M .. ~ ... ~hQY...1_4 ___ b_e__~--------· ___ : _______ _ ~--~~··•·•-,.-•,, ,,. ... , ..... ,·,-n-.J-,,->•••-: •. ,.,..·,-.-...----<·•~·,.••••·-----·~•~·~•••·•~,.,••-•··•·•••·.·••--•-·-···"""''""'- - """" -- ,•••• ·--• J,."'· •.. • • •·-O·•··· •••• ._ "''•'•"-"•'"'·•··w•,,•• • 
' ' • 
• • 
• dependent. also upon the number of' tons. produced. In other 
words, the repair cost per ton ~roduced should be a eonst.ant. 
Thi's ·cost was calculated by ·m9nth in_ Table-:, XXXV and on ·---~ 
·-···· ....,~-- _,_ ::,. -· - ---~ --·· -- : ·...• '. ·-.. -..... --., --~- .... •. ,--··--~- - -..... ,.... a ·mon·tn1 basi_Ef ·rt~iie.s-var:y~-- ;· Howeve~, -it was attsumed that ~~...........;...----------------
if thi~ were computed on a yearly basis the monthly varia-
. tions would cancel ?ut the _sepair cost per ton of steel 
produced would be more or less cons~ant. Thus, the twelve-
months' average figure: of $0. 0534 per ton was taken to be 
"1! 
the 1ngo_t buggy repair cost per ton of steel produced. 
The costs of having ingot buggies available have been 
plotted in Figure 5 · (App~ndix M). This curve consists of 
the two primary costs of having ingot buggies available,· 
1.-e., th,e cost of repairs and maintenance and the cost of 
a.Clquisition. Since the cost of repairs and maintenance 
·varies with the amount of steel produced and not with the 
-
. 
number of ingot buggies available, it· is shown ae a constant.,. 
or fixed cost, in F:1.gure 5. The value of.the repair and 
... ·-· ... ·--- . -.. ·-- .. --··· - . - --- -· '··--·- -·-
............ ·:--·· .· . ---·-· .... 
maintenance costs wa,s derived by ·multip.lying the projected 
.. o.µtput of 3 ,:ooo, 000 ingot tons by the average cost of . .. ' -
.,,., .. ,........ - --- ·- - ..... .... . ... ....... _..... 
. .. 
,o, 053JJ. per t:Qn and it a.rnou.ntted to $160 _. DOC per .,ea.1;;. l!ne 
.-...... -t~~~!i~l~~""i1iit'101~w11i'cn.,.~s "ra ~a~l~61e cost and a:~;nds7 ·-
' 
of course., upon the number of ingot buggies available, is 
~ -- -computed at ,ooo per buggy. 
30. 
'l'hus the total ·cost of having · an ingot buggy available· 
• 
1.s ·$600 times the number of ingot buggies avad.lable plus 
I 
.. 
$.160.,000 •... In .equat1.on r-ewm. -thi-s would be: .... -. .. .. .. .. . . . ··········· .. ····· .... -· ....... .... . ............. ·- . .. . .. ! 
• -~·----- • - - •• • , _, .... • 0 > -- • ,· ••rn .. T-••• ~-•• ••• -h- -- •••• n•-••• ""''• •• _,,~,-.,.,.-- ••••·• •••• - • • _. _ _, __ .,,-n•~ ••- --• •• u•••• • ••• ,n>• •• • 
•••-••• 00••• ••~•••••--~-- .. -M~ 
____ ., _______ ,_ 0 > •••••~-·--'l- -----·- -~••• •••••~• • -· < ••~• ••• •••n~, - _,, 
TC= $600N + $160,000 




where TC is the total cost and N is the number of ingot---
buggies available. 
e 
Of course, if no ingot buggies were available, the cost 
.. 
would be prohibltive since no· steel could be produced. How-
ever, moving into the range of a practical number of ingot 
buggies available, two primary costs are associated with not 
having ingot buggies available when needed. ·one is the cost 
of not having ingot buggies availabl.e when a furnace is 
ready to be tapped and the other is the cost of not· having 
buggies available wheJl a drag of ingots is ready· to be: 
stripped. 
If1 a drag of ingot buggies is not available when· a fur-
nace is ready to be tapped, the steel is kept in the -furnace 
until a drag is available. However, ·a heat of steel cannot 
be kept in the furnace indefinitely and eventually it would 
have to be tapped to the ground. Also, there are some 
·steel would have to be removed at once. But assuming normal 
· ·conditions and a practical waiting time, the cost of not 
having ingot buggies available when a fu:rsnace is ready to be . 
. 





'11he- cost-- of holding a heat in a furnace is equal to . 
the cost of operating the · ·~rnac~ the extra time plus the 
-·· 
___ :l.Qflft __ in prof~t.s --du~ -to , th-e- -1-os-s --in- productt·on c· au sea· by. -· --- -- -----··----··· -·--·-- · -· -----,.·~··-··- - - -, --·---- ---s.- '. .. _._ .. '. . . ' 
. ·-···- -~-. ~--------~ ~--~ ···-~-.. - ---~----·-- -.... ----------··----·-... -·- - ) _____ ,. ____ _ ••- ••••-•"" , ... •--••- OO _ ... --·-•- •-••••• •• 0 • •••- •-n••·•-"~•••••• H»• •-"--""•'~'~"·-• ------- •, 
• • 
___________ ... ------··--·-·--··--- - ~ · · the. de 1 ay • This cost has been calculated in Appendix N 
...... ~ .... t11,111,· 
and is equal to $453 per hour of delay. The costs used 
in this calcuiatiori were obtained from the Open Hea.rth 
---== "11= .. ====== 
........ , .. ..,.. ... ~ .. · .. ~ · .. ~.~- ~- ..... ~.- ......... ___ ,.......--~·-····· . 
The other cost of not· having ingot buggies available 
is· the cost incurred when a drag of ingots cannot be 
stripped because a drag of empty· ingot buggies is not 
available to strip on. The stripping mill will do every- .. 
thing that it can to strip ingots and move them into the 
soaking pits as long as there is pit room available. If 
a drag of empty ,tngot buggies is not available., the stripping 
mili will strip the ingots and place the empty molds on the 
ground. T'ne only place on the ground where they can set 
the empty molds is on a railroad track. Since the stripping 
mill will only tie---up one of their four tracks· with empty· 
molds., only one drag of ingots can be stripped to the 
ground. 5 However., it -seems very unlikely that more room 
. •/ than this will be· needed since an empty drag will b.e · avail-
ab1e as soon as these ingots are charged. 
.,.~ 
- -· 




·-1"'1' ............... ;."!-:-~ 
--
~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - -
5-. In addition, the ~tripping mill can place up to· 10 mol(ls· on the ground off the tracks. However, this is not enough room to st~ip ~ whole drag of ingot buggies. Also, th1B room may be needed to strip some molds to 
_the ground when the drag to be stripped has more cars than the drag on which the empty molds will be placed. 
. Extra costs· are incurred by stripping to the ground.; 
. • 
qo because the cranes have to handle the molds -one extra tfme •. 
---~·~ .. -~- - -- - r- ---,,. ·-·-- __ ____ · __ -Row.ever . ., .. the , at-ripping -m-1-1/1 has: e·xce·ss c·apac1·ty, .. ·se_~~-!~ ... ~~----.-. .... -.-... --~-~=--=·~:::---~----· . ... . . . ..... ···- ... . ... , ...• ,. ~- --··· --~ .. ....... . ... ···. 
. ···-·-· ~--~---·--
·--•-••--•~-
_, - -• r---~ -~-- _._..._._.--~• .~-----~--------··•--__.-••"'-•-• •• •.--~--•••--·• ••• <'••• •"• - ··-"-'" •• '< ,•·•-•r•-·>;/''""-• • ~ ,••••• • • idle part of the day. . . / . . The most significant stripping cost 
-
. ~ . ., is labor and in a practical range of operations is a fixed· 
cost. -- 1.Pliat ls,· the inen have to be paid whether they are 
wor.king GP net._ '.Phe vari-able .o-~.:eratln 
; 
electricity and more maintenance for the overhead crane, 
·are ins1gn1r1aant when compared with the labor costs. There-
fore, since there is no significant incremental cost 1nvolv.ed, 
the cost of stripping to the ground was not considered. 
If the ingots cannot be stripped at all, two costs are 
. incurred. One is the cost of possible. mill downt'ime because 
-no ingots of the desired size are available for rolling and 
the other is the cost of losing heat to the atmosphere. 
The cost of mill downtime was not considered because 
it was-beyond the scope of this study. Mill downtime may • 
be caused by many other things besides a shortage of ingot 
buggie·s. For example, even though the ingot buggies may be 
bringing ingots to the soaking pits, they may be the wr~o~ 
- . ,.-. . . . -- ~ .. .. ,--· - -· - -s-ize, ·tne- --p1ts·1Uaf .. be ··r111e·d,·· ·or tne soaking pit crane may 
be out of operation. Therefore, to include the cost of mill 
~ - ·- ....... . . ...... 
........ ...... 
- -downtime caused by not having ingot buggtee, availf..ble when-
----- - n~~rl~d., t.he si-mulatioii study would have naci to be extended 
·' to include the soaking pit operation and the operation of 




study and since·:no rule· or thumb cost figtll'es !lere readily 
available, the cost or niill downtime· was not considered. . . 
. 
.. 
--------- ··- --·· - · ----· -·--------· --------- - -- - ·Kowever .,---·the-- ·crost--·or-- 1o·s1ng heat to t·he a·tmospher·e .. ___ -_· · ·· -·-: __ :~::.::_-.:~~-:--~~·-·--'" 
-
was considered. ·The longer ingots remain in the atmosphere, 
the mo1'e heat is lost to the atmosphere and the more heat 
is required to bring them back up to rolling temperature in I . . 
. ··tne ·soalq]1··•o jits~ .The coat""o'f _hea.t:!ng. _an: ... ~_~got in the s.aak----~,.~~---
-· ing pits for each hour delay was calculated. {See Appendix 
N). The number of pit heating hours required for each 'hour 
of delay was taken f'rom a graph supplied by the Metallungical 
._Department. The figure _for size 32 x 32 ingot was used since 
,, 
-·· . 
this is the size ingot most frequently used. The cost figures 
were supplied by the Rolling Division Office and inc·lude only 
_ the variable cost o~ operating the soaking· pits. That is, 
only the true incremental costs and no 1'ixed coats were· 
cQnsldered. 
The calculated incremental cost of heating an ingot in 
the soaking pita was $0.012 per hour or delay. Asswning a 
mEµCimum drag size of 64 ingots the cost per drag would amount 
to a maximum of only $0.77 per hour, hardly a significant 
. cost when oomJ>B.Ped .. to $453 . per hour -for holding a heat in 
the furnace. Thus, the most· significant cost of not having 
;, ··- ~ ..... - - .... ., - --- - ..... - -ingot buggies available when needed ia the cost of holding 
a heat in ci turnaee. 
-
34 •. 
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
•• • ".S- ~ ) • r 
·doing a simulation of the system by hand would t~ke a pro-
hibi-tive amount of time. Therefore, it was decid~d to use 
-, the LGP-.30, an electronic computer ava.'ilable in the Indus-
.. --- ------····--··-··--·--·· 
•-{_ 
simulation of the ·s.ystem. The next step then was programming 
the problem for the computer. 
A·. Assumptions 
Before the pr.oblem could be programmed, additional , . 
assumptions .... had to be made and decision r-Ltles defined. 
First, let us :review the assumptions made in def'1n1rig 
the problem. They were (1) that plant capac·ity was equal 
to 3,000,000 ingot tons per year, and (2) that the present 
methods were, in fact, correct. It was seen at this time 
that an additional assumption h·ad to be made. Since the 
object of the study 1s. to measure the ·effect ot" ingot J>uggies 
on the system, the rest of the system was ass~ed to· have 
unl1..m1tEtd capacity. Fo.r instance, hea·ts ·may not be pour~d 
. /' 
not only because no ingot buggie~ are available but also 
- - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ .... - ..,,. .----
1. - We are now concerned with the basiG and logieal assump-tion under·lying the solution of the problem itself and · a:I'e now concerned with the assumptions concerning the preparation of data whic.h were explained in the previous chapter~ , · 
-
~-- ·-- ._ ·--- - ·. .. ..•-. - .. -
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are ~tudying the effect of ingot buggies and n-0t the effect 
of a limited number of pouring plat:f'o:rms, it must be assumed 
... ---'-'··· _____ ,. . tha:t. there --~S -8.-1-Wa~-S -a -pouring plat·:rol"ffl avalla.ble when· one 
.. --"·-······~""'""""" 
•·•·• .,., .. ·- ,o.-v•, ·•~ ·• •, •• - ----~--·····~- .. -~-~ .. -~- .. -·. 
- ··---··· -~·····------· 
~ -·- .. .... -
•• •• -n• ' •• • • • • - • 
--.......... -.. -----· · · is needed. There:rore, the assumptivn of unlimited-.capaaity 
had to··be ·assumed' :ror the,--·r·e·st of the system, i.e • ., pouring 
platforms, soaking pit capacity,· locomotives, reconditioning 
capacity,- track -capEioity 1. etc. Thi~ may appear as i_.;f a lot ~~---------~....----,..~~,·~._;_......-
. 
-
. • • ...v-. 
has been assumed, but one must remember that the effect of 
ingot buggies is being ·studied and not the effect of these 
auxillary parts of the system. 
The above assumption is a basic assumption upon. which_· 
the solutlon of the whole problem rests. It -should nave 
-been made when the problem was defined but it was not realized 
that it had to be made until the prograllim1.ng of the problem 
was begun. Following are assumptions which are. not basic to 
the solution of the problem itself but which were made so t 
that the data- could be manipulated by the computer • 
. Each furnace was given two clocks. One clock to keep 
' 
track of: the time when a furnace is to be tapped arid the 
other clock, the time when a furnace will go down for re-
-· ... . . .. - ........ ·--- ... -~-·. 
- - • • •• 
- #. ·-- • 
-building. In addition, -a .clock is used to reooPd the nwn1>er 
of days elapsed. These clocks, of course, are not actual 
.-.... - ....,. .. ~ue"'KS, but r'a"ther S~O:rage· ... locations in the computer . 
It was assum~d that there wculd bi t.-v poula·-(similar.;. 
to motor pools) for ingot buggies. One is at the open 
hearth, and is called the open hearth pool, and the e>ther 
I 
,. -- -~-·-·-------
t- ~ • _ _. . 
36. 
. 
. 2 :Is at the stripper., and is called the stripper pool. · In 
a441t1on to t.hese pools __ , .two waiting. lists are maint.ained. 
• 
• ~ :"-' ...... ::·,:':"~ ••• , •• ., •. .,:, •• ,,.,. ,,••.o.'i• .·... 
• ·····-·· ··-·· ·-·-··~---··-···~-.-~-,--~ ... ,.· ----·-···-·-.. ·-·-·· ·-------------~_... ...... -.-~one -u--a~·--int .... ·or· furriacea ·wal ting· to . be . t-~PR~rl.~ ....... I:t.:~ __ :r11r.~-
• ·-·--·~- •'"" .- ••••. ~ ..... J41 • • -
" 
·---···---~,.-·-··-·---··---~--..,....-·-··--~_.. •.. -. .. ----·:- k--~~---······-... -~---~--
• -
~- -·~· -~ ~-- ·- ~- . '~ ~- ... ·-. -· 
' nace is ready to be tapped· and no buggies are available, 
---the fuI'nace -is placed on this list and given top. :priority 
for the next oars arriving. The other list (actually two 
· ~-- .. ----·---- · .... · -·-- -,~---nst·s--·- ----· ------· ..... ··- _ ..... --· ·· .. -· 
. is a ·ltst or arags 
-
-· 
--waiting to be stripped. If a drag arrives at the stripper 
and cannot be stripped, it is put .on this list and given 
top priority for stripping. 
Another. /assumption .made was that the number o.f ingot 
buggies inoperative would be adjusted only once a day -
i.e., at the start of each day. However, there was really 
n<> choice in this matter since data was available only on 
a. daily basis. 
The rest of the assumptions were made primarily 1n·the 
.... 1 defining of decision rules used. Most of the decision ru.les 
were already clearly defined in the actual sy,stem, but some 
. 
-
were nebulous and had to.be more clearly defined, and thus 
assumptions made. Explicit det"'1n1t1on of all dec.i~ion rules 
.. -- ------- ___ ........ -
··-·. '. .. . ., . . . ·- -.... -·--·~-t,······ ····- - ·~. -- :·· . . . is manda~ory for computer application sine':' the computer.,, has 
no intuitive judgment. Instead of listing these decision 
- - -- . - ·-
-~ - I'Uies-separately, -they ;111 be. ineo:rporated i_nto th~ 
-
.......... .................... -----.--
- .... .. - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - '- - - - .. - - - - - - -
,,2. There are actually four pools instead of two. Ea.oh pool is subdivided into two pools - one fer each type of ingot buggy. 
~-
' 
-discussion ·.of the flow chart since many were made concur,-
rently with its design. Also, it is hoped that such a 
-· -- -· ~··-·--· ~·· ---· ----
--· - - ... ~--
· ··: 11resentatloit will be more_ meaningfl1l to ~h~ r~~~~-;r~. _ .................... _______ .. ________ . . -' .....• , .. s0·····~'······-·,- ....... , ... ,, ... . --··········"·""·· 
·B. Programming the Problem 
. Flow charting was the first ~tep in progr~ng the 
__ .... --:::) problem. The general flow charts, ~ch are really d1agPanis 
of the logical steps to be performed, are included in 
Appendix o. These flow charts stress the logic of the pro-
grams and not the arithmetica1 manipulations. The flow 
charts show two groups of decisions that the compute:r must 
make. One group starts with the selection of the smallest 
clock and the other with the "arrival of the drag at the 
s_t11 ipper. '' 
The first group of decisions starts with the selection 
o.f the smalle_st clock. After the smallest clock is selected, 
it is determined what kind of clock it is. If .it is a 
·''rebuildff clock, the time has come whan a furnace will go ~ 
down for rebuilding. The time required to rebuild the rur-
-
' . nace ls determined and the f'urnace is taken out of operation 
. f.9:r ... tbat ... !angtli'"of.,.,t.iame·:~,:·.-,:.,4(he ~r.eoui-ltt clock is then· reset 
·t·o the time the furnace will next go down for repairs. 
-- ···' 
mined whether or not a day has gone ?Y. If it iEt _the end oi' 
a day, the next decision to be made is whether or not it is ' . 
~ 
the end of the period; for example, a month. If it is the 




- ---- ---- _,.__ .... - -- -- --------
out and the compllter stops. If it is the end of a day and 
the period has_ not expired., the number. of irigot buggies in-. 
..._ computer r~turns to again select the smallest clock. 
- If the smallest clock is a heat clock and it is not 
yet the ·end of a day, the, first step is t·o replace the ingot 
.,I 
bu·ggies no lon · er in · 
next step is to determine if any furnaces are waiting to be 
\ 
'tapped. If there are, they are given top priority and 
handled first. But· before they are handled., the computer 
determines if there are enough ing·ot buggies available to 
-handle the heat. If there are not enough available, the 
comp-uter will stop, for either some mistake has been made 
or the system has b:roke:p down. If there are enough cars 
.. 
available., the delay cost is c~lculated, the furnace tapped., 
tilld a drag of ingot buggies put in the normal cycle of opera-
tion. Its holding tim_e is then determined and after being 
held for this time, the drag is sent to the stripper. 
If there are no rurnaces waiting to be tapped., the 
n~ber and type of ingot buggies for the furnace to be t~pped 
... 
are de.t~rmined. · The computer then determines if there ·are 
enough, the furnace is. added to the f'urnace wa1t1.n.i 1J.st) 
·-
. - ·- ... -'I~s ciock reset,-and the next sm11ll~et clock aelaeted, It 
___ ,,.. -
a drag of ingot buggies is put ~nto the normal cycle o~ 
operation. Its holding time is determi.ned and after being 
held for this time, it is sent to· the stripper. 
.... 
.. ____ •_._. -... ,-.~----:;-,.,·.: ·~. :,-~~.:..::..'..:.'..:..~~~--~----:--, . 
. 
. 
. , 39. 
When the drag arrives at the stripper·, the other group 
' or logical decisions is. made before_ it proceeds. The first 
______ ............. __ . -----OD.a. ~a -to---"8t-e-Pin!ne i~ -t-h-e-re--are- -any- drags wa-1"t1ng _ to be 
.......... , .. ···---·· ... --······ .. 
·•· ·- ,. •. __ .. ,,-.--·-•""'•~••••r••••u~-u,• --··- • ~ ' • ' . -.. ,•, - . . . . 
... , ... ······ ·- ........ ~-·-······--·-·· ·- .... ··-· ···-· . --- -~-· ........ -·' . . 





available to strip on., the drag .waiting will first be 
· stri·pped. ~e delay cost is determin.ed., the drag or ingots 
_ -';...·-·-··--- .... ~. -·--.-0:~·1·:-·----·-·· ---
and th& drag of molds is sent bac-k to the mold yard~ This 
cycle continues until there are no drags left waiting to be 
stripped_ o~ until no drags are available_ to strip on. If 
there are no drags available to strip on., the drag waiting· 
stays on the waiting list and the drag that just arrived 
is also put on since obviously there will be no drag avail-·-
able for it to strip on either. 
, If there are no drags waiting to be stripped, the, 
computer next determines if' there is a drag of molds setting 
on the groundo If there ia and if there is also a drag of 
-~ 
empty buggies available to put them on, they are sent back 
to the mold yard. 
After the above two areas; that is., drags· waiting to be 
stripped and molds·-··setting··-·on····the groun.d, have been take-n -
care of, the normal cycle of operation 99nt!rnvi!a..,. The co.m-·- .,,., .,,,,,. 
. ~ ' . .. ,... ... ,.... ·~- ""' 
. 
~uter now det~rm!nes if tha~e la a 4Pag· of empty buggies 
not, next it det·ermines if it can set the molds on-the ground. 
!1 
rr· 1t cannot, it puts the drag on the waiting list for drags 




and selects the next smallest clock • If it can-strip to 
. 
the ground,· it will. After stripping, it sends the drag 
• 
..... ·- .•.,·-······ .,., ....... -- - ..... -.. -ef- inget-s to -th-e· ·soaking ptt-s and .. then on to the stripper 
.. , . . .... --..-. ,~ - . ,,.... . -~- ~ ... -·--
0 
'••••"•-•''"'"""'"""•-• •·•-H•,~•••h•,.~----••,• .. •,•"-"' -~••••• • o•• ,~,.--- .. , ... -~- •u•-
_ .. •-••"-I·-· ••-, - • o••• •·•• 0"•• ,-;,•o,,,>WL••• •,•••-",•-·••--••••'-'_,.,,.,.,.,., ....... ,• 
. . - - ~,. . . ""' .... "' . ... . .. ...... . . . .. ·-· .... , .. ·•····· ---- ... ···-···1· .... -,. ...... . 
.... 
pool. The computer_ then returns to the beginning of the 
program and selects the next smallest clock. 
If there is a drag of ingots available to strip on, 
--· 
~-~·-····.·· '·-· ---
other drag, the drag of molds is sent back to the mold yard, 
the drag of ingots is sent to the soaking pits, and then on 
to the stripper pool. The comput.er then returns to the. 
beginning o:f the program and selects the next sma1l~st 
c.lock. 
·or course, the ·general flow charts and the above deecrip-. 
tion are greatly simplified; but then, they are not in.tended 
to give detail. Their purpose ls to present.the underlying 
.logic of·the computer program. 
A:fter completion of the general flow char,ts, det.ailed. 
flow ·charts were drawn. From these. the program actually 
.read irito the .computer was writtezi". This program was written 
in ACT, which stands for Automatic Compiler and Translator • 
. . . . 
·1.l'fiat is, the program was written essentially in algebra and I f- · . 
"' 
the computer, by using ACT, converted it to a hexadecimel ... ~ ~ ... ,.., - --
..~.. --··· ............. .... 
. . ,:,:,- .... , .. . ..... .... .--~'!Ii~' ... ..,,~ . .... -
. 
~... ; ,,. ....,,..., .. ..-.~ :...·.in-1~ ftiM'tl.iatlbn .. ~Pam, as e-r1g1nally written, utilize-ct 
thirty-six freque~cy distributions to simulate the system • . 
Briefly, the program utilized them as follows. For instance, 
·1f the program called for the transit time for the open 
,,,,,-.t:-' - , ___ _ 
-- _, __ .. _ .. ·-~--- ........ "' ____ , ..•........ •.··. 
...... -. 
41. 
hear.th.to the stripper,- the computer (as programmed) would 
. 
. 
generate a random number., go to the transit tim~ frequency· '"1·(· •·i 
_ d1_1'tr1hut1on. which .. was stGPea- -~1-n .-the c·omputer, and select ·· · -- · ----L,-· ------ _,, -- --- --· ' . 
. -- ------~~· ........ - ··- - ... -~ ..... - . . .. . .,. ---~···· .......... __ ., _____ .... ~,., ... ~1--~-.. -··-··- -~~-·~--·-· ··--· 
-.-... -- .,., ____ .,, ....... ---· . ···'"'·". •. •. . ....... ,.~----,··· •••. ,_ ., ................ _ ...... ' ~·· p,_,_ ...... ·- ··- ··-·-




generate one month• s data., it was estimated th~_t ___ the computer 
- !~ 
. 
' . program (or1~g1nally written) would-take app±-Qximately 896 . 
. '~-~~ : . 
-~ 
-~c. Probleme Encountered in Programming 
Even though from forty t·o fifty hours were spent pro-
... granuning the problem and preparing the paper tapes, the 
program was · f'ar from "operat.ional. " Approximately fifty 
more hours had to be spent before the program was debugged 
and ready for use. Just on compiling_ alone, twenty-four 
"'.!\ 
.. hours W!3re spent be:f ore a suc~easful compiling run was com-. ..... ·.· .. · ..:· --·- -·----· .. 
pleted. 
Tl'le basic cause of most of the difficulties was in~ 
adequate storage space in t'l'le computer.~ It was realized 
-
' 
i···-h •• from the very beginning that the computer rs storage capacity 
was limited and steps were taken to save storage space·. All ' ' 
frequency distributions were reduced from one hundred to 
~· fifty ee1ls. This alone saved 1850 storage spaces. . In 
addition, most of the ACT subroutines w~xs~ el!~v4:P.at~a -and... ,.,. . ... "'*- ,.. ..... • .... .,. "'- ... • .. 4 
. 
th~ wh<>.l~ P/JT program ahifted down f1i!.:,_ !::~c!s! ~~~ EI.av~~---~·.-: 1*1.12"'.;,.· -·· - ,...,..... ---
- ...,. - ~-· ---"~--
-- - .. another 832 storage spaces. Also, the data input routine 
fer the fixed data was eliminated from the ACT program since 
this data eould very e-asily be read into. the computer by 
using a simple decimal input routine,· and. more space could 
.. 
be saved. 
' However, two-thirds of the way thr9ugh the first 




............. • ..... 
·,ell ... - •,. 
Mor~ space had to be saved~ It was then decided to eliminate 
the thi~teen frequency d1str:tbut1ons for atr1-pp1ng time and 
d-., substitute the eng-1:neering· standard for this time. This cc-.--."-· 
.. 
• 
The next time the compiling run was tried enough space 
wlis available; but through a · combination of errors in the 
compiling program and in the si~lation program itself, the 
resulting hexadecimal p:rogram was· worthless. Th·e third t17 
was also unsuccessful because of errors in the compiling 
program. 3 ·On the fourth try, the compiling run was success-. 
C ful. With each compiling run taking approximately three 
hours, plus the time required to detect ·the errors and to 
read in the c!,ppropriate input routines, the total time spent ~· 
on the_ computer just for compiling alone, was twenty-four 
hours. This did not include ttme required for debugging 
the P.rogram itself. 
The problems mentioned ~hove were just the m_ajor. pro- 0 
.bl_eDle encountered. Other problems were encountered because·-
of minor mistakes in the simulation program itself and 
• t: .... ~ .... - .,, - - ·-
•• ... 
-because of the lrllilbll1ty ~f ACT to p~rfcrm ~srta1n e~mputer 
. -..... • ' ""' •. , 
. . l!IW'-· - - ._..,,,._,, ........ - ~ .. .... .. ~ -· ~ -
..;. ·~ ,....~.·-- ~-. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-


















manipulations. However, all or·these minor problems, even 
·though they were time consuming to solve, presented no 
4 ' 
• C • -···- ~---••' • ,.,, .. ,•~·.-... o ,.,, •" o•• • 
......... .,- ,,-·~-. .,.-..... ... .. . spec.ia.l 41 f.-f!.:i-eul t-1-e-s·. · 
· · · · 
................................ __ _ 




.......... .._... .. ,, 
\ 
Appendix P. In addition, definitions of the symbols used 
• ( __ .. 
"l 
. in the ACT program have been included in Appendix Q. These· 
., 
d-e·fi.nit-tons include oril 'tne· significant symbols used' and 
do not include symbols,used for temporary storage spaces 
and for counters.· 
The data, as previous_ly tabulated, had to modified 
b·erore it was ready for use by the computer. . As was stated 
be.fore, all frequency distributions were reduced from one 
· hundred to fifty cells and, of course, all d~ciinal points 
were eliminated • The data, as actually read into the 
computer, is given in Appendix R. 
D •. Results 
Because of the excessive amount of time- required to ' ' 
. 
program this pr.oblem, and. also because of some computer- down-. 
ti.me, sufficient time to generate data was not· available. 
However, it was .shown tha.t the material handling system · 
Which was studied could be simulated by using.Monte Carlo 
the LaP-30 electronic computer. ...... ~ ...... .-. _ _. - .... t •• --
- - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -






-·--·-·· _ ,_"_ .. -- _ --·"·-·.· ....... ··-·· ....... ---· ....... _ ........ J;eek-1ng:··beyond· the · spe c·1 fi:c ... -'i'e su"lt-·s ···01:--- 'the"' i~robie~~~~: ... -·~--=~~~=~:·.=~:.-· .. ~-·:::~·:::::.: .. :··-~: . . . . ____ ............................................... ,. .... . .............................................................................. _, .............. -------------·-···-·------- ...... , ... _.............. . ~ ( ~ .. = ... ···~· • ••• • ·- ~ ,_ - __ _._, ••. _._,~,._,, ......... ·~·~ ~h •••• ... 
;1 the following conclusions were arrived at. 
- '. 
Monte Carlo techniques can be a valuable tool for 
'\> 
conducting system studies. Since workable mathematical 
mod-els are often not de 
techniques cannot be used on a whole industrial system 
because of prohibitive costs, Monte Carlo simulation of 
the system is often the only alternative for solution of 
the problem. 
However, when using Monte Carlo techniques the follow~ 
ing points should not be overlooked .• 
~. 
~-
i. ·understand completely the physical operation of 
the system before proceeding fuztther • 
. . 2 •. ------Define the problem as specifically as poasibl:e· • 
. ' ' 3. Decide what data is needed before attempting to 
gather it. 
4. If a computer application is planned, know the 
limitations and capabilities of the computer be_fore 
progr8.DJllling the- pr~blem and p~eparing the aata; 
Of the fotlr steps listed above, only one was done 
--
...... -
- adequateiy fn this stu~dy ·and that was step #2. Mitch time 
was w~5ft€id. in thi! ztud:; because_. (1) a basic concept; of 
the system studied was not understood at the beginning of, 
the study; i.e., the basic unit for handling· ingots and 
~ 




_g, ing<:>t buggies, (2) unneeessacy data was collected and 
unnecessary calculations performed, and· (3) the· i1m1tati0!18-. · __ _ 
_ of the . c om12~~~-;r. ____ wh1 .. Q_h ___ J'la..s ____ ua.ea._were.---~ot--~ll~under:at-opd - . -~- -
~:=~-----~-~:=-~-- --1>;-~~-~~grammfiig--tbe-prob1eD1-anc1-pl'epari~--the ~~t~ wel'e · ---· -:-~--
begun. · ·This resulted in a n~ber of revisions to the pro--
gram and the preparation or much unusable data. . If these · 
. 




study could have be.en reduce-d by at least 25" • 
. · 
I 
··~· I • 
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GLOSSARY 
· B Oar 
- An 111.got buggy with a type. B. stool.!..: .. ____ . -~:::i;,~_.~:, __ -._: _____ .-__~------;--··--- ·: 
~~~::=. --===~= ----~tt--=~-==~===--=:--==-,;~-;:;~;=;,_;~;~;;:::;:~e-:.;~l~=;;~-=--- -- ~~-· -_• -;"·- ----~ I 
Car An ingot buggy • 
--

























Ingots that have been allowed to become 
cold. 
A string of ingot buggies. 
An open hearth. 
A batch of steel.made in the open hearth. 
A piece of steel ranging from 22 x 40 x 80 inches up to 88 x 44 x 115 inches and from 7.42 tons to 17.90 tons. 
A specially buiit, standard gage railroad car used to transport ingots from the open hearth to the rolling mill. 
Used to form ingots. 
Furnace used to make steel. 
Mill where ingots are r_olled into the finished product. 
S~op Buggy An ingot buggy used for spare pa~ts. 
Soaking Pit~ ____ - :O_pe._:n.~topped gas fiPed f'-t1-5l;aee-s whette·· .... - .. -· .. ·--. -~·----- ··- ··----"··-····· -- · -- · -- ---- · · --- · _ ...,..... 






temperature before rolling. 
-
. -
- Stripping mill. 
- Removing the molds from ingots. 
Stripping.Mill - _The builddng where mold~ are removed from the ingots. 
- I' 
. •I 








····-l'·,. -· ···4.·a·.·: 
... ·. -·~·--
Ta.pping ·~ Removing steel from an open heartn • 
. _...:..,;__.:...,... __ .~~..,---- , M-~,-•.,..••-cc,..,,.,.!.,,,,_.,"""'-'""'~•,w~- .. ,-,._.....,._.,...,..,.-...-...._,.._,•r-•r--"•O"F>'••,,,,.,.,..,....._•~•4lii • · · · 
-_ --~--=~~-:~~---·-,~~--·~·:·····~-=·~·-·· .................. ;~~il~~--.Oa:t!_ _____ .~---· .An_j..ngo~buggy ........ w!th·-··-t-ra-1-le·r--· ing.ot-s-~----- .· 
" -- . . ' . "·. ' . . . . . placed at .the end of a drag. . 
~aller Ingot 
- The ~mallest size ingot that -can st11i 
be rolled.. used to prevent butt.,. 
.... ):', 
•.• "! 
. •.(, . . ..· ~-::J. ,; • 
-- ••·--•.-"-•••--·---•-.-, ..... -•'-·"-'•-•·'-.,•,,,._" • • ••"• :_._., •• •.-,"'-,•••'·-•-u O -·•••"-·••,---••-• •• ·-~·-:.••~•••"• __ ... ~-- ··--·--·····-- . ---·-· ... - --- ·- ••••--.•••-.,!.-,-••••••;•-·---~•-••-•--"'"•·--·--- ••·--.. -. -• :-<.• '. •..l) ••••--,•••-•·as--•·---·-~••·--•--••••••-
.,., •• ,. A. ..,! ••••• 
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Total Coat 




Cost of Not 
Ingot Buggies 
Cost of Having 
Ingot Buggies Available 
Number ot Ingot Buggies 
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-
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Having 
Available 












for Standard Deviation of Heat Size 
1'or #2 :Furnace 
II 
·········-+-···---·-·--·-· ... ··--··. . . ··-- .. -- .. ----·· ---·---.... - ·····~-·- .• ., •.• ___ - - • ..L- . ·.-. - -·~·-~-·---·--·--·--~~- "'···-· ·-.---,--,,·-,-·~ ..... - __ .. _ ·.-.. ,-
, ..... ~~ .---:--t,4,-·-
.................... 
4 u ........ ,... . ..... 
,,, ..... 
. ~·····-: ~; . . 
I 
- '~ -": ---·-. --
' f-----
55. 
· TABLE I 
.... 
···--·-ire at Size Cumulative 
(Tons) Frequency Probability Probability 
..,_...... . .... ~ ..... 
288 1 .0102 .0102 
-~·-·· ·_····_·····_'-···_·····_·· ---~.2..g4.14-2~· ~........:.------..-~-----~:%~~~-----------: ~,.,,..· ~~-1------_,,__......,. 
i68 1 · ·.0102 .0408 . .,,. . . 
370 1 .0102 .0510 
380 1 .0102 .0612. 
382 3 .0306 .0918 
384 1 .0102 .1020 
386 1 .0102 .1122 
388 1 .0102 .1224 
390 5 . • 0510 • 1734 
392 2 .0204 .1938 
394 2 .0204 .2142 
396 1 . 0102 • 2·244 
398 5 . 0510 . 2754 
400 6 • 0612 . 3366 
402 4 .0408 .3774 
404 _5_· .0510 .4284 
406 4 .0408 .4692 
408 7 • 0714 • 5406 
410 9 .0918 .6324 
412 5 .0510 .6834 
414 6 .0612 .7446 
418 4 .0408 .8262 
420 4 .0408 .8670 
422 1 .0102 .8772 
. 424 3. • 0306 . . 9078 
426 3 • 0306 • 9384 
428 1 ·.0102 .948_6 
-4- . ·- 88 
-- ": r ·· ·· ·· ·· :gigr :~~90 
436 1 .0102 .9b92 . 
442 1 .J)j,Qf .... ~.-. ·-6- -ai ~9~·-:- ........ • ....... llllllll!IP 
~--- · ._.............. r...,... · ·-- .Olo2 · _ ~9~96 _ 
.. ..,,. .... 
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· Calculation for Average -and 
. 1of ;;.,.,., ___ . _ ___: ______ ,,_,,_ ----·-----""--... -:-.... .:_.__,_--·- ----·--- ____ .. ---~---· ___ .... "_ .. _____ . ~--:-H.ea.t-~--S-iz-e. --~f.~ -#a -Fu-rn-ae-e---
-.---·-- ·---··--·-#··-·--·~--- . - ~ . .... _,.__ ·---- ~-··--···-~---~---··: ---~----· ---·-·------l"'···:..-·-- . -·· ....... -· ... ,~. ·..--·-~·-----· . 
' . 
,..... __..., .. 
.:.:..· 
.................. 
,,-...r . ... -· ... ~ •!Ir'" 
r ,...,. 
= .404.4 tons 
l:(Xi 2 1:(Xi_ 2- - X ) ( 0 a - --- n' 
= 
39.907.2 
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Tap-to-Tap Time and ~requency 
Dist·ribution for Furnace Tap-to-Tap Time 
\. 
- ·-
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·-••r· ,!E8lb&a ~ 
·,' 
.............. -................ . 
--~ ........... : .. ·.:: .................. · ... ·· .. : .... : . 
·1 ... , 
--
TABLE .II 
_ ___ . ----·--·· .... ·····---- ___ :~ . . ____ :_. __ -- '. ____ ...... Ac_cumulat~--Data ... and----A~J-u-s·t~nt-·-·ot·- ·Tav-tt1.:;.'J.'ap-· ····"·--···- -- ·· ·-·······- --~ · ·· -
····--·-------·-· .. ··--·--·-·-····--·· .. -·--··-· - - . . --~!me- --o-f- -#2·· ·FUrna-c-e-· .. : ·· -·--·- ·· ······ · -~·-··· .. ···---·-···--···· ··· · -·-·· · ----. ··· · ·· - ---
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6 2 .0952 .6188 
7 4 .1904 .8092 
8 2 .0952 .9044 
10 1 • 0476 • 9520 
11 i .0~6 .9996 
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Frequency Distribution f'or Nwnber · 
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22 X 40 
. 7 .42 
------2~·-x·-50-· · -· : .. -~- =···_ ·····--··9Al?:J.2 · 
X 12.71 
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ea1aulat1on of Number of · Ingot Buggies Requi~e·- for 
a Dr~g or Each Ingot Size 
. 
•• J- ....... ~~ ........ ,.,.... .. .,.,.., , ... ,...,,.., • .,..._,.. __ :.,...... __ . ~-----·-·-··· .. ·--·~-, ••.• .;,.., .. _.b,-.... - ....... ,..-····-·-···~-.. -·,."'--·---···-···=·-;·-:"--:-:....---....:.. .. -. . . . . . . '"""'" ~-~,~ --.---........ , .... -.--~..-.-........ ._.,.. ·-·~·------------.........., . -- . . 
.......:...._...........:..._,_....., __ .-,Att"Jl..,.e.r~ge--Heat---S!ze _---=-- 404.4 tons . ___ .:___~----~---'-----·---:-i 
D .. ~ Standard Devi-ation = 19. 7 tohf.5 
------~ 
--Max1mmrrneat .. mze--=~04~4 + 3 x ls,.'(= 463.5 tons 
:,_ __ .,._,. ___ ,_~~------




___ , ... 
mp e·ca.1culat1on: 
Ingot Size 22 x 40 (BED-GT) ·· 
Max • . Heat Size 
-Ave. Ingot~Weight -No. of Ingots Requi:red = 
463.5 tons 
7 .42 tons = 62 
N, .t:t In t B 1 R 1 d No. o:r Ingots 62 15-i/n* o. o... go ugg es equ re = = - -¥c. 
Ingots/Ingot Buggy i:- -
Total No. of Ingot Buggies Required= 16 + 1 = 17 
/ 
* If the fraction was 1/4 (one ingot left ove:r) the n~ber of 
cars was rounded off to the smaller number. · A regula:t' size 
mold could be very ea·sily placed on the trailer· buggy and . 
only three trailer ingots used. However, if the fraction 
. was 1/2 or 3/4 the nt11n1>~:r w~~ :rounded off to the next high-
est number. 
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22 X 50 
22 X 68 
·23 X 56 
25 x.80 
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. . 
· for Ingot· Buggies 
·-----·----------·------·--
Usable . 
. , /. . ... fl At:\ .·.. . 
"'·+\?9-~: 
.,_ 
,. :· . r.. 
__ .· .... _ .. , __ 
·~_,.···: ~-' ·-· ·. __ :.- .. ~ 
- --·--···- ---- -·- -- --- -
~- --, 
• I #- ' 
Tonnage · . R_&_.Jt -~ .-... -----·-~·---·---~-·-··-... · ·· · 
.·: - ............ _ ......_ ...... --~~ .... ~::;::---·--xontir--. --_"'"'.--~· ·~-...... ~ ....................... _____ ,,,_,,_, __ .. ,, ___ .,,,..._ .... "'-..... . .· . · ··-!-A-.·: .. _,2srit.-)t,m~o;;..,.n._----~--~ 
Sept. 158 225,349 $ 18,005. $0.0799 
Oct. . 219,530. 10,740 0.0489 
Nov. 201,453 10,869 0.0540 
Dec·. 219,779 23,874 0.1086 
Jan. '59 220,346 15,568 0.0767 
Feb. 225,958 11,080 0.0490 
Mar. 25.5,683 7,760 0.0304 
Apr... 238,609 6,063 0.0254 
May 249,048 7,958 0.0320 
June 217, 967 14,153 O. 0649 
Nov. 144,245 6,190 0.0429 
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* Assuming an· average heat size of 404.4 tons and 
an average tap.:.to-tap time of' 8.,39 hours, the 
averages of #2 furnace, the conversion from cost 
per ton to cost per hour was made as follows: 
Rate of'~ Production = 404.4 'tonsjheat 8 •. 39 hrs_.;heat - 48.2 tcns;hr. 
C.Q.~t;tir·. :; 4.8.-? -·-toru0w-.--*·~~-?-~/~~ ~- ·•f3.9S~ •. -~-~-------·-·-- ~ .. :·---~------~ .. --~- -------------
. .. . . ... -· -····--:--·--·-:..--- ·-·······- - . --·-····"·"- ·-~ . . .. ,. -, . -·--·- :_ . ·. -··· ·-· .... -·--· -
-~· ~- ... -- .... ·-. : ,,,_ .. - ···-· 
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., Pit Tl'1e JJequired per Hour Delay ~ o.482 pit hr·s/delay hrs.* 
... - ... , .......... -· . 
. __:..._....-~------------------·---
,__:_  ___:-;;;...__----,--.........__;:~---------~ ncremental C .st o'T Operating · Soaking Pits = $6. 38/pit hr .• 
Capacity of Soaking Pits= 3,000tons 
-Assuming an average ingot· weight of 12.06 tons given on the Ingot Tonnage per Month by Mold Size and Product Report 1 
Capacity of Soaking Pits 3000 tons 
- 12.06 tons/ingot = 250 ingots ~ 
' 
Cost of' Heating an Ingot $6.38/pit h.r. $0.0255/pit hr. = -250 ingots 
~ 
, Cost of' Heating an Ingot - $0.0255/pit hr. X o.482 pit hrs/delay hrs. 
- $0.0+2;hr. delay 
. . 
-- ,--.---·--.---···-~----··-···-
--- __ .... - ---·--·~ ... ___ ,_ --~- -- -
-·-
* :For ingot sfze 32 x 3.2 · 
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dim' hwtc.' 20'' 
dim' St-Ttb' 301 ' 
dim' swtc' 20'' 
dim I ftirt.;t I 20 I I 
dim' outs' 200'' 
dim' reli:f' lOO'' 
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dim' trcon' 100' ' 
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dim' htime' 65ot I 
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